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“Final Call”
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Creator of All is calling in all of Itself to complete its own
greater purposes. In this vastness, each miniscule part finds
“home”. It is the apocatastasis, the reconstitution of Creation
to a corrected and more evolved state of being.
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Appendices:

(Published separately)
A variety of science articles hint at the cosmic and atomic scale changes from the
point-of-view of human scientists observing macro and micro scale process of
their “new physics” and inferring something of the large cosmological processes
at work through space time.
Appendix-1: Sciences of Space and Earth
http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Final%20Call-APPENDIX-Science-7.pdf
Supplemental to Appendix on Sciences of Space and Earth
http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Final%20Call-APPENDIX-Science-II.pdf
Appendix-2: Dreams-Visions
http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Final%20Call-APPENDIX-DreamsVisions.pdf
Appendix-3: Practices - Your Highest Attractor and the Corrections
Energies
http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Final%20Call-APPENDIX-Practices.pdf
Apocalypse – before this word came to be distorted by various religions
and their doctrines to signify global destruction and annihilation and
“doom” (doom being a religious notion of “judgment day”, etc.) –its early
meaning referred to revelation of true knowledge of spiritual gnosis.
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Announcement on the Status of NES Forums
and the PFCN Websites
Please make the most of this time with regard to your own True Self as well as
this forum and the PFCN archive of all published material.
The domain name NewEarthSummit.org has been renewed through to
6/14/2015.
The web hosting for NewEarthSummit.org will has been renewed through to
7/1/2015.
The PFCN.net website hosting has been renewed through to March of 2016.
For redundancy with the PFCN.net articles and bulletins, all public materials
have been uploaded to the SCRIBD.com site and follow a nearly identical
thematic layout as that of the PFCN.net Articles and Bulletins section.
An updated table of contents for A-List compilations at the “Articles and
Bulletins” section is now available at the PFCN.net and at the “NES” “mirror” of
the PFCN site. It will be updated once more to include the set of materials under
“Final Call”.
-//-

Tips for Internet “Searchability”
By simply including PFCN.NET with simple terms in Google, the PFCN site is
searchable with more detail than what is available in our simple master table of
contents file (for example: pfcn.net and spiritual psychology – for a more specific
results, enclose the phrase with quotes in your search query).
-Alex
-//-
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Letter to Readers

October-December 2014

Dear Readers,
This compilation of new and recent essays is appropriately titled “Final Call”, as
we are now in that “interval of finality” –a great bifurcation of realities and
existence which connects through all levels of reality and consciousness
throughout all of Creation. It is a lengthy compilation, partly due to the
accumulation of notes since May and our recent returning to New Mexico.
This also marks the end of our public work.
As usual, it is best to sit with this material, giving it sufficient space in your
awareness. Those looking for easy “sound bites” as “fast food” informational
“take-aways”, will not find this material conducive. It is written for those who are
serious about their development as spiritual beings and their ascension process
and who can deeply contemplate this material and its implications.
Many here would like to know “when they get to leave”. I can only answer by
saying that that those who have decided to leave will be leaving soon enough and
those who are “stuck” will be aided by earthly events as well as higher level
beings. Meanwhile, it is essential to attend to one’s process and resist the
distractions and pull of the falsehood of what human’s naively imagine to be
“reality”.
The situation (the Errors in creation) was not set up this way deliberately –and it
has taken enormous effort for the higher creation levels to understand what has
gone wrong at the lower creation levels. A process is now well underway that will
not be deflected, nor interfered with. As we wrote in 2007, there is no earthly
clock for it. But it is now known at the higher levels that it must occur quickly –
within months for some and within a few short years for many others.
It is the end of human civilization as well as the end to the earthly 3d
environment as an ongoing support ground for a disturbed and distorted version
of creation. It is also demarks the re-making of Creation and Creator of All.
In 2007 we were aware that new energies were available relating to the
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“restructuring of matter and energy, leading to the alteration of physicality and
consciousness.” And the details of this continue to unfold.
Over the years, development of our discussions reflected the development of the
creation-wide “corrections process”, and other processes involving higher levels
of being and new energy structures. The focus has been to expand and elevate the
point-of-view and spiritual potential for those beings residing at a human level
and in so doing, facilitate the highest connections at lower density.
The published material under “Global Awakening News”, the A-List Updates,
“Concluding Essays and Post-Epilogue Writings” and now, “Final Call”,
constitutes a unique collection of material for spiritual learning that offers
insight, guidance, and support in an environment dominated by delusions and
falsehoods and bereft of clarity of truth.
The content and meaning bridges the lower planes of earthly existence with the
higher planes beyond the fallen portion of creation, and vice versa. A concise set
of spiritual exercises was developed and published as part of this body of work, a
21st century “gnosis”, as it would be.
Those who have given thoughtful consideration to what we have shared over the
years have benefited considerably in their process and have become increasingly
“higher self-guiding”.
“Final Call” consists of five sections:
• Main body of essays
• Appendix on Sciences
• Supplementary Sciences Appendix
• Appendix on Dreams and Visions
• Appendix on Practices
This compilation includes a section on the main corrections and high attractor
exercises and a separate Appendix on space and earth science. There has been a
great deal published recently from various branches of the human sciences that is
very suggestive with what has been observed at higher vibratory states of the
larger changes underway. Many of the things discussed from a human 3-d science
perspective were noticed at higher levels some years ago and were anticipated to
“show up” in 3d density as they are now –early indicators of what is coming.
The science section is not intended to drive one’s attention and energy deeper
into density through excessive details of speculative science, rather it is to
illustrate the illusory nature of 3d reality, especially as 3d points-of-view try to
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understand the reality structures that enclose and entrap 3d structures of
consciousness. One must find ways to step outside of all this –these science
articles help support a state of awareness that knows how non-real this reality is,
how surreal it is. The science material also indicate ways that 3d reality can be
undone. The Electric Universe (EU) material available through YouTube provides
an additional framework if one considers that electric force is closely akin to
consciousness itself when it projects itself. (As usual, I do not endorse all that
they publish, specific links offered are to stimulate insights into physical reality.)
-//In these times there is a significant portion of humans who are perpetually
transfixed by endless conspiracies, social and political causes, economic
speculation, and various “plans to survive” the collapse of society. Endless online
forums and so-called “alternative” Internet news and videos claim to offer
“awakening” (mostly limited to dismal nature of human society) but rare few
offer anything approaching a greater spiritual perspective and meaning. Most of
the “new age-styled” online sources and teachers pander to “salvation” through
the dark lords of the religions and of extraterrestrial lore.
It is the highest service for the human facet of your greater self to attend to the
reconnection of all your greater level of being and connection –all the way to your
highest level of individuation from Creator.
Indeed, your human level of being can (as it should) play a role in the evolution
of your greater spiritual being. If your soul being or higher levels of beings are
unresponsive, then human level of “you” can exert influence over them by in
effect “taking charge” –and human level “you” can “go direct” by appealing to and
invoking your highest level of differentiation from your Creator.
-//In “Time, Ascension of the Light, and the Co-created Maintenance of a Reality of
Error” (April 2014) http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Notes%20at%20the%20End.pdf,
a number of important points were presented somewhat differently than ways we
have previously. That essay is accompanied by supplemental follow-up in
response to questions and comments.
It seemed fitting to specifically discuss the connection between human delusions
and illusions of “time” and this seeming “problematic fear” over one’s human self
no longer existing as a self-centered human self/fragment of a larger being. This
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problem is understandable of course, but the decision may not necessarily always
be made at the level of human “you”.
It is also possible that a great number of individuated soul beings may also remerge into their higher levels and cease to function as soul beings, or whatever
they may be.
“As long as so many “spiritual beings” continue to run their human levels,
the resolution of the overall situation will rely upon the annihilation of the
material state that they depend upon for maintaining what has increasingly
become their own version of “the error”.
This applies to all those in error (of the Light and of the Dark) that persist in
maintaining this mode of existence in a fallen realm.
Indeed, too many soul beings/light beings have compounded the original
flaws and errors by continuing to “invest” themselves and their energy in a
reality that was made wrong, including its resident human population. In
effect “falling” into a “fallen state” themselves –although this was not what
most intended, not at first.
Eventually much of the vibrational states that the fallen realm is built upon
and the fluid “spatial” medium that supports it will be removed and the
problem will become “un-made”, along with all that adheres or coheres to it.
As it is with most any individual human self that is facing its ultimate
existential crisis, at the last possible moment, vast numbers will “change
their tune” and in the instant of facing the oblivion of non-existence, decide
to take the only “ride” available.”

-from “Time, Ascension of the Light, and
the Co-created Maintenance of a Reality of Error”

-//I can only encourage each of you to identify with “that which is beyond yourself”.
Creator of All does, so why not the more finely individuated aspects of Itself in
density? Yes, this includes your human level of spiritual being. Find ways to
decouple from identifying with one’s human identity and to identify instead with
your higher levels of being. Be that higher level perspective that has a lower
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density perspective but that is also an equal part of your greater level of being.
That is who and what you are after all. Your true self.
-//Recently I have been contemplating a problem, a long standing one, but one that
seems to be very much an issue now, as it seems there is so little of “ordinary
time” remaining for anyone to pursue years of reading, meditating,
contemplating, reflecting, analyzing, etc.
We are the last humans to have benefited from the relative “luxury” of decades in
this human lifetime to arrive at various perspectives as to the nature of existence
and of reality.
To skip ahead on my thoughts on all this, it comes down to a serious question for
any set of teachings today that are presented to aid in developing a true spiritual
gnosis and to support one’s ascension process in the corrections process.
In short, if one is truly serious, one must be willing to sit with, to take in the
whole deal, or not.
There is no room for eclectically piecemealing anything. That is for “wanna-be”
spiritual teachers who offer up a mix of material that may be suggestive of “whole
cloth” but which in fact is defective in both weave and fibre. To aid and bridge
one’s own interim process, we have provided an exceptional body of work that
offers self-guiding principles for discernment and how to become autodidactic
and self-guiding. It is possible to apply human intellect to develop a good
foundation for some discernment that opens the door for higher knowing. And as
one develops the capacity for higher knowing, discernment at one’s human level
is greatly facilitated.
-//We are now well into “the bifurcation” –the gulf widens.
Over the last twenty years, I watched this development within a microcosm of a
self-selected group of individuals. This has been especially the case since 20062007, and then again more closely within the microcosm of those reading at our
forum or the main www.pfcn.net published content. From the initially large
group of social-spiritual “positive future-oriented” individuals, a smaller selfselecting A-List formed of those who indicated their interest in taking this
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spiritual evolution and spiritual gnosis a step further. The A-List became a way to
stay in touch and to alert readers to new developments.
-//The single greatest impediment to anyone seeking to take in the fullness of the
higher gnosis is an ingrained tendency for the human level of consciousness to
think human-centrically and mistakenly presume themselves to be a human
(human-identified-human).
The unified field consciousness does not operate this way.
The only way out of this seeming “Catch-22” situation is to shift to a suprahuman point of view, cease thinking like a human, and switch to thinking like a
spiritual being who is a microcosm of a greater spiritual structure –extending all
the way to its first differentiation from its Creator.
Over the years, I have enjoyed a most challenging and rewarding relationship
with various levels of “spiritual intelligences”. It is this nous or gnosis that I draw
upon in the work –and it in turn pays attention to what arises from these
relationships, thus it becomes a “two-way” communications process.
Lastly, I wish to thank everyone for their letters –the long and the short –your
correspondence has been a most welcome connection!
This work is complete, and then some.
Fare thee well, one and all!
-Alex
New Mexico
-//-
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Observations at the Threshold of War

The False Dichotomy of War and Peace
October-November 2014

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1517.0.html
Amongst those focused on the social-economic conflicts of human civilization,
there was an overwhelming tendency to avoid participating in what came to be
known as World War I. However, following a massive economic crisis, the
promise of jobs related to war efforts, social meme engineering, etc. –most of the
social classes that would tend to be anti-war and anti-powers-that-be were
manipulated into fighting in what came to be known as World War II. The
illusion of a “good fight” (a “just war”) against a synthesized social control meme
of a “global enemy” convinced many into volunteering on behalf of what were
called “the Allies” against the “Axis powers”. (Of course both sides used whatever
meme engineering was appropriate to claim their race or nation was superior to
the others.) All the while certain higher level forces were at work, encouraging
this conflict to the present day –both human “powers-that-be” and non-human
“powers-that-be”.
Amongst the spiritual movements of the 20th century, there were various
rationales given to support the Allies over the Axis –and a few supported the Axis
power. The main reasoning offered was that the Allies had the support of the
“forces of light” against the “dark forces”. Regardless of the accuracy of the
spiritual gnosis involved, I must say that this would be an example of many levels
of lack of comprehension of the true situation in density –on the part of those
guiding from a non-physical state and on the part of their representatives in
human form.
As astute observers know, the very forces that human “history” claims “lost” after
from a century of wars, actually were the ones that won and that the ever-shifting
bi-partisan and tri-partisan division of the world has been a shell game among
overlapping circles of same interests –human and otherwise. This is one those
“terrible truths” that human prefer not to consider since it eventually connects to
the falsehoods of human existence and the falsehoods of memory and of the
individual human self. “9-11” would be another that comes even closer to leading
to the falsehood of human existence and thus denial, debate, and distractions are
preferred over spiritual Realization.
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During the post-war period, there were Theosophy-Anthroposophy groups which
promoted a long term point of view that specifically supported nations as the
forces for collective spiritual growth –and the rise of global superpowers.
This is not much different than a similar splicing portions of influential spiritual
and working-class movements to the Allied war machine. It did not even gain the
"good guys” (the presumed forces of Light) the needed time to influence humans
differently. Most of the established spiritual movements were very busy with
supporting one side of human-level resident evil over another form of the same.
In the process these mostly new age tendencies cemented spiritual consciousness
evermore to a reality that was defective and made wrong from the start.
-ASK
PS:
It continues to be my sense that a global war situation will be “truncated” by
global earthchanges. For those moving to a higher vibrational state, neither of
these will be of any significant concern.
-//-
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Be Free

November 2014
Creator is calling in All of Itself –all particles of the true Light –to a new
coherency for a new creation. What has been lost or alienated from Itself will now
be rejoined. At all levels this rejoining will take place. Fragments into their higher
souls, souls into their higher monads, and so it goes. Your true spiritual learning
from these levels of density offers Creator a most thorough set of perspectives on
lower density per se, and so much more.
Many want to know when “the end” will be. It is my understanding that it is
“soon”. For some it will be the earth changes, for others it will be some
widespread pathogen, some will simply not wake up from their sleep. For some it
will be an encounter with the higher light. There is no point speculating further.
There will never be a date for everyone, only at a personal level –if that is what is
needed and which benefits your process.
Those who remain fixated upon the “matrix reality”, fighting it, commenting on
it, trying to “fix it”, etc. –will be faced with a jarring awakening and a major
bifurcation to their human existence.
Over the coming few years I anticipate a level of mass destruction that rivals
those amazing special effects employed in the movies. I also anticipate that there
will be very little warning.
This makes sense to me in many ways. With widespread advance warning
through inner awareness, too many will be scurrying about thinking where to
relocate to, where to wait it all out, etc. This is not the point. It is not about
physical survival. It is not about stimulating more fear. It never was.
For some it may come as a “Flash” or Presence of the Divine Light, like a cool
white diamond fire. It is irrepressible.
You are spiritual beings.
Be free.
-Alex
New Mexico
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A personal retrospective

“Messages in a Bottle”
August-September 2014

As we considered our options for staying in Hawaii or returning to New Mexico, I
was reviewing what remains of my handwritten notes. For me, these have been
like “messages in a bottle” since I had no idea what it is that I left for myself to
review in these times. Before leaving the US mainland I sorted through
notebooks of hand written material leaving a smaller volume to review. A few
years later I went through all these again, with no plan, other than to improve the
legibility and organize them properly by month and year. Now, seeming years
later (actually less than a year) I have opened these up for one last considerate
review. Some of it was almost like “news” to me, as if I was reading these notes
for the first time.
Since very young, I always had the inner seeing of an immense “eye” looking
down through a smaller “eye”, through a smaller “eye” – like a series of optical
scopes looking into an infinitely smaller and smaller focus of details, all the way
down into this density. (Today I would describe it as the highest level of
differentiation down through many spiritual planes, through to the “space
between the atoms”.) This was an ever-present awareness of cosmic connection,
even when I was contemplating the possible non-existence of a creator
intelligence as a type of “null-hypothesis testing” on my part at an early age.
It was around twenty-five years ago that I became more connected to and
acquainted with “The All” and with certain facets of “Creator of All”. The
experience resulted in a massive download of accumulated spiritual gnosis that
continued to expand and unfold itself to my awareness over the subsequent
twenty five years. The term “vastness” cannot even begin to describe it. It was not
until the advent of supercomputers and new space data that scientists could
produce graphical representations of cosmic space that look very much like a bioorganic neural network connecting galaxies and universes. This would be a crude
approximation of how things appeared in my “inner vision”.
As a small child I had that inner image of a vast eye looking through another
through another, all the way down to the infinitesimally minute levels of
existence. Today I have sketched the intermediate levels of this inner seeing as
the monad structure whose origin was differentiated out from its Creator.
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It was twenty five years ago that I was first shown (and felt) the danger of
energetic depletion of The All that could lead to its collapse. In dialogue with the
higher consciousness over this problem, it was explained –and I was shown –how
those beings with the “Original Light” carried within the necessary pattern codes
to make an entire new creation –and thus I was reassured there was no
possibility of the absolute extinction of Creator of All and the entirety of The All
as an absolute permanent state of non-existence. (“Downloads” of this “living
information” continued through various episodes over the years to this day.)
I would add here that Creator of All resides within “The All”, hence the critical
nature of the situation.
In recent years I have described this as a direct consequence of the additional
creational errors of excessive dissipation and individuation without the
compensating balance and “safety line” of the higher unified fields.
It was also shown to me that Creator was essentially “lonely” for companionship
of another like Itself.
It was around twenty years ago that I became aware how it was that Creator was
pulling in its energy to give birth (re-birth) to Itself at a new level. (I later
described this as “calling in the All of Itself” and collecting and consolidating The
One’s energy at all levels.) Accordingly, it broadcast a signal throughout The All
for all that could receive the signal, to “pull in their energy” (and help counter the
problems arising from excessive dissipation).
This enormous process led to Creator pushing something of Itself outward into
the energized void that Creator and The All is suspended in, like an energized
amniotic fluid of vast proportions giving birth through a cosmic scale of a cellular
mitosis. Later we would affectionately refer to it as “Baby”.
These “events” marked the birth of a new creation as well as the re-making of this
creation that was directly linked to this momentous event.
One of the outcomes of this would be a new creation, a new earth, and perhaps a
new type of light-structured transitional “human”.
It was around this time I also became aware of a boundary membrane of the The
All within a Greater Void –and of what lies beyond Creator of All. During later
years additional details of this were made clear to me.
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Around 2006 I saw Creator holding earth and humans in its hand. The
intermediate beings charged with overseeing proper changes had not succeeded
in their work. A difficult assignment, no fault, but no success. With this I am
informed: “massive corrections are underway.”
During 2007 we wrote of the formation of a “new earth” and a “new creation”.
“Baby” had been born and was completing its separation from Creator as it
embarks on its own Journey. Related to this was the “announcement” by Creator
for the total restructuring of all matter and energy that comprises The All.
The first of the new “corrections energies” is sent forth. It coincides with plans for
the restructuring of matter and alteration of consciousness. (Bear in mind the
cosmic scale of the “correction” has been underway a long time by human-earth
measures and has been discussed by spiritual seers for a few thousand years.)
In 2008 the appearance of a great bifurcation was reinforced and made plain as
are the choices required at all levels of existence, throughout The All. Increasing
attention is focused upon those spiritual beings/soul beings/etc. that have human
presences on Earth to bring a coherency to themselves collectively within their
own matrix of being to exert the needed influence and to play a more properly
active role with the cosmic corrections and the changes required with their
human levels and Earth.
Around 2009 and 2010, an interval was given for those souls and other beings to
effect changes that would be in evidence at the human 3d plane. No matter what
extensions to any “deadlines” were granted from the higher planes, the situation
overall was found unsalvageable among those soul or other higher beings most
inured to their lower levels. At that point the question rested with the higher
levels charged with effecting changes required by Creator and beyond. The
parallel realities and multiple “timelines” were collapsed into a single Reality to
minimize ongoing expansion and concealment by the Dark. A cosmic scale
spiritual “press pot” process acting from above and from below commenced with
a more concentrated wave of the “corrections energies”. Over a period of a few
short years, the situation with these energies was monitored and preparations
made for stepped escalations of the power and directions for these cosmic
energies.
This period also marked the beginning of our publishing more specific
information regarding the greater cosmological problems and the changes
underway and their implications for spiritual beings at all levels, not only for the
3d human level.
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(It was not until recent years that I became more aware how the “corrections
energies” originated from outside of The All, emanating from something other
Creator of All.)
By 2011 and into 2012 it was becoming plain that the entire situation of the Dark
and its fallen realm would need to be brought to an end as quickly as possible.
Toward this objective, higher beings of immense scale encapsulated all that
required quarantining and emplaced lower levels of quarantine around small
pockets that required special attention. These smaller pocket would include earth
and its planetary system, the local galaxy, and beyond.
Each year on January 1, I would often have certain types of dream-visions, often
relating to the changes of Creation. At the beginning of 2011 I found myself at the
level of atoms and the spaces between atoms. Tubes or tunnels were being
established between atoms. First the simplest possible structures of atoms to
make “3d”. I went exploring inside them and the atoms. Then more forming
sheets and layers of these. These seem to me to be sub-atomic counterparts to the
tubes of light that were encircling many individuals –and that were also
impervious to tampering/breeching by the Dark. These seemed to be partly a
bridge of "matter" to hold the new energies. This is some of what is going on in
preparation for the re-making of this creation.
As to the period from 2012 to 2014, we leave it to readers to attend to what we
have published during this period. All is readily available at the www.pfcn.net
Articles & Bulletins section. Those who have not studied the PFCN.net material
might want to begin with the essays posted under “Concluding Essays & PostEpilogue Writings”.
The “Final Call” compilation which includes a series of new essays, is the last of
this work and will be posted at PFCN.net “Articles and bulletins”, under the
“Concluding Essays” heading.
Throughout our work, we have focused on helping those with the capacity to
prepare themselves at their various levels of being for their own ascension and to
play an active role in the remaking of Creation. Indeed, even from the human
level of the Spiritual Self, contributions can be made by those who place this work
foremost.
-Alex
(on Big Island of Hawaii)
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Retrospective on the Work from 2007

June 5, 2014

As I concluded my own review of the work, I thought it worthwhile to offer a few
excerpts from earlier material that bear upon the present situation:
“The Great Transformation” (Sept-Oct 2007)

http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/The%20Great%20Transformation.pdf

“Truth or Consequences –Bifurcations and the Future of Humanity” (July 2008)

http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Bifurcations%20and%20the%20Future%20of%20Hum
anity-%20July%202008.pdf

August 1, 2010 A-List Update

http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Update-Aug01-2010.pdf

and from Aug 1, 2010:
“The impulse of Creator is to recover all that is possible from what has been
learned from the entirety of human existence here.
In place of what was formerly “old earth” would be “new earth”, a focal
point for a new creation structure that may aid in the complete overhaul of
the greater creation as well as give birth to something very new while
fulfilling the initial intention of Creator in giving rise to potential new
creator beings.
In the last 8 to 10 years there has been an extreme effort to collapse the
parallel time lines of existences back into the prime timeline. This has
resulted in very strong visions of possible futures it has also resulted in a
sort of struggle between the parallel timelines and this prime timeline. Each
timeline is trying to become the direction that we are heading.
We are coming into the time/point/apex in which all of these timelines will
collapse into the prime timeline. On each timeline there is an aspect or
parallel of most of the beings that exist on the prime timeline. With the
collapse of the parallels we begin incorporating the many things that our
parallel selves learned or developed in the other timelines. When this
happens we will become aware of many abilities and much knowledge that
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we were unaware that we had. This comes from the development that we or
our parallel selves built upon. These will now be ours because even though
(our) parallel selves were apart from us they are us and we will be whole.”
First I wish to note that while I understood a major political-economic shift
would take place in the latter part of 2008, anticipated global-scale earthchanges
did not occur. (This is of course is limited to the narrow confines of the dark
matrix lattices.)
It is relatively easy to “read” political and economic matters of a global nature
such as the build-up toward war –and those events that are in relatively short
“time frames” such as major commodity movements, etc. This is partly due to the
limiting factors of the higher level containment fields and partly due to it being
something that originates in the human mind-sphere and astral where it is not
difficult to examine probable future events that are of human origin.
However, planetary-wide scale earthchanges require the influence of certain
dynamics from higher planes to influence events like global oceanic events,
crustal axis slip shifts, major asteroid impacts, solar-earth plasma storms,
supernovae, etc. The higher planes which bear such responsibilities have not
been unified enough with regard to purpose and course of action, until recently.
It should be obvious that “events simply happen” without spiritual influences, we
are in a unique situation at present where the truly major events are connected
with high level involvement.
This can be better understood in the context of the most recent essay: “Time,
Ascension of the Light, and the Co-created Maintenance of a Reality of Error”
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1489.msg6385.html#msg6385

(or the May 2014 compilation which includes it along with many other essays at
http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Notes%20at%20the%20End.pdf )

…And understood in the context that the needed “decisions” to proceed with an
expeditious clearing of Earth and related, requires the higher levels responsible
to be in agreement –and this understanding has only recently developed.
As to why it took so long in human earth-time, I think we have made a
satisfactory discussion of this in various recent essays.
What has become a growing problem, are the enormous numbers of exhausted
and nearly depleted Light beings trapped in their human level who are crying out
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for immediate relief and for a return to the Light of their true Home. This is the
primary reason for the delay of the larger changes to the fallen reality.
For some years I was aware that the first round of “advance notice” of global scale
events would be through dreams and visions. During 2014 and especially its
latter half, I have noted a growing confluence of dream-vision similarities among
a number of experienced individuals.
-//Second, I wish to clarify the “Earth-2” (“new earth”) concept. This is a first and
foremost a vibrational state of consciousness, and one should not presume it to
be a new version of the familiar 3d-earth materium. In some respects it is more
like a shared “dream world” or virtual reality in which all are part of its creation,
development and ongoing existence. To some extent those with experiential
knowledge of the appearances and feel of “3d density” earth (or elsewhere)
include and share that with others. This can be difficult for the human level to
understand as it is usually automatic to compare everything to the default 3d
human state of existence.
As to whether there will be a discrete planetary location for a “new earth”, this
will be only known when circumstances are appropriate. If there was to be a 3d
“solid world” in which to take this further, it would be something arrived by
mutual understandings from the spiritual planes. This is a comparable to what
developed with the new creation (Baby). There you have it.
Some of this was discussed in the short essay “Making Things – Ways of the New
Creation”. This included self-referencing guidance.
http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Making%20Things-New%20Creation.pdf
To transplant extant humans from this planet to another to “make a go of it” –at
something new, can serve no useful purpose. There are already a number of
worlds remaining in which the fundamental questions and problems of spiritual
intelligences inhabiting lower density tried to overcome the most pressing of
these questions and problems –and they have failed at achieving the needed
“corrections” or solutions. A “new earth” will require a new type of structure to
host more evolved spiritual individuations. Such new structures are very rare and
very precious at present. More will come as spiritual intelligences evolve.
-//The series of “Concluding Essays” (http://www.pfcn.net/napsum-bul1.html )
went into further details of various errors and flaws in the creation processes that
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have contributed to the situation of humans on Earth. This bears directly on the
corrections process and whatever new realms of being evolve emerge from a
corrected creation.
“We are involved in a structure of such vast complexity that it is impossible
for anyone to imagine what is happening on a local planetary level much
less what is happening in the vast complex of stars and systems. It is enough
to say that all of the transfers and changes that are to take place are in the
hands of beings that are vast beyond comprehension. They are greater than
even the beings that were responsible for the creation of the galaxies or even
of the universe itself. It is unusual for such beings to intercede in the affairs
of local creations such as ours, but when conditions become so confused and
troubled as they have in this local universe it takes beings of such high order
to bring in a new harmony.
The plans that they have laid down include the clearing not only of the local
planet but all structures within the vast creation of which the Earth and the
universe containing it are but a small consideration. It is true that the Earth
and the structure of which it is contained is the source or the beginning
point of the understanding of the need for change. If not for the difficulties
that have been caused by separation from Creator, the necessity for
intervention would not have become apparent at the highest levels. Due to
the focus on the removal of the dark and the difficulties caused by the dark,
Creator, at the highest level, began to identify the flaws in the creation
process and put forth the effort and the direction for the essential changes in
all of creation.
We are not the only ones that will be undergoing changes during this time.
All of creation will be reset and a new set of laws and governing principles
will be put forth so that what has happened here on the Earth can never
happen again anywhere in the creation process.”
- Excerpted from “The Great Transformation” October 2007
http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/The%20Great%20Transformation.pdf
-//Catastrophes?
“… there are two relatively independent vectors: one could be regarded as
external and includes planetary, solar, extra-solar, and greater process of
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change; the other could regarded as internal and pertains to the
transformational process of humanity. At a more individual level, the external
might be regarded as the general rate and state of change for humanity as a
whole and the internal might be regarded as the rate and state of change for the
individual.”
This is more a matter of point of view. There is also the internal processes of this
planet and that which appears “external” – solar and other “space” related
influences.
One’s personal eschaton, one’s personal catastrophic crisis trumps all of these
seemingly “external” influences as it ultimately becomes a very intimate and
personal discussion between human level “you” and you higher levels –all the
way to your point of origin from Source.
-//As Below:
“The human ego-personality, living under the influence of the dark forces and in
a disconnected state of consciousness from higher God consciousness, has
naturally associated its identity with its experiences. Those most traumatic and
addictive are stored in various personality substructures.
The personality mind, without an awakened connection to higher
consciousness, tends to bond/bind with these sub-structure patterns and thus
basic “I-dentity” becomes tied to dysfunctional patterns. People get locked into
self-reinforcing, dysfunctional and harmful patterns of behaviour ranging from
domestic violence to inter-racial and inter-generational conflicts –and worse at
global levels.”
As Above:
Much the same pattern exists in the higher levels most affected by and “infected
by” what has transpired far too long in the lower levels of density on Earth and
elsewhere. This must stop and will be stopped by the cosmic corrections process
which is underway.
Concluding the 2007 essay: “It may seem strange to think that so much can
change in so short a time as we are now experiencing “time”. In truth, with the
stretching and compacting of time it is more than enough for all to happen.
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When “The Change” begins in earnest we will begin to notice everything
happening as well as many shifts and changes that cannot yet be seen.”
We are now at that juncture.
Later in July of 2008, we published an overview of the anticipated major
bifurcation of reality and existence, particularly focused on the human-earth
experience.
(See “Truth or Consequences – Bifurcations and the Future of Humanity” – link:
http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Bifurcations%20and%20the%20Future%20of%
20Humanity-%20July%202008.pdf
“True Oneness with Original Creation is a high level resonance and attractor
through which genuine healing and spiritual evolution can take place.”
The point here in this story is that sooner or later, nearly everyone will find
themselves addressing fundamental questions of their existence as a spiritual
being.
At one point, it was considered “enlightened” to arrive at a point of awareness to
simply “be”. The question of “why to be” is a vital one at so many levels. This will
be one of the challenges to a revitalized Creation. Why to be. This "as above"
concept also translates into an "as below" counterpart to our individual human
lives at present.
This relates directly to our focus in the most recent year or two with the ultimate
bifurcation of reality and consciousness. And this is where we are now, poised at
the great bifurcation. And these “choices” have nothing to do with whatever
humans are engaged with on earth presently. It is about your relationship as a
splinter of the Light that originated with your Creator.
The 2008 essay concluded with the theme “Crossroads”, a preparatory
summation of the ultimate bifurcation that is now to take place.
“As long as you are of a sentient life on this Earth there are choices to be
made that have importance to your spiritual energetic matrix and beyond.
The net or overall choices made by the total of individuals who make up
humanity have wide implications to true Creation as well. We are living in
the end stages of the evolution of the experiment known as “humanity on
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Earth” and it is time to graduate to the next level. The birth process is being
amplified as we are on the final cycles of a rapid and complicated “labor”.
The crux of the matter can be simply stated for humanity and for each
person:
•
•

reconnection with Original Source and higher self, or
separation from Source under the false creation of the dark forces

It can all be distilled to that, as that is what we have come to, our
underlying bifurcation point and major crossing.”

-Alex
June 2014, Big Island Hawaii
-//-
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Watching

September 28, 2014
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1519.0.html
Those of the Light that took the path of a “fallen” creation and those of the Dark
that manipulated the fallen creation –taken together these two factors presented
a situation of overwhelming obstacles to the forces of the higher Light that came
here to seek solutions on behalf of Creator of All and That Which is Beyond.
From ancient days on, the social-animal human level of mental awareness
gradually developed an inkling of interest in an existence beyond the body and
some sought to learn more. Now, in the contemporary period, there is ever more
intellectual awareness to learn or experience something of existence beyond the
earthly human shell.
As in the early history and pre-history, so it is today –members of a privileged
elite seek immortality through technology. In the ancient days it was through
connecting with the ET/alien “gods”, today it is “transhumanism” –a mixture of
human and alien technologies.
Existence without spiritual Higher Oneness is a “hellish” eternity. But this
important distinction is lost upon those who crave power and immortality for
themselves. They cannot have a spiritual ascension and thus they work to create
ways to perpetuate their ego-self through technological means. It is their
expectation to rejoin or surpass those alien “creators” of humans by extending
their own consciousness through artificial means to move beyond biological
limitations.
It is in many ways the ultimate descent into density –a manmade “hell realm” –a
legacy of the Dark forces of the Cosmic Error.
-//As we have discussed many times before, the situation on Earth was not set up
deliberately by some “all-clever”, “all-wise” Creator as some “test”. That is a
twisted belief promoted by the Dark and their their agents on earth through
various religious and non-religious doctrines, especially including the “New Age”
tendencies.
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As the dominant influence here, the Dark side encouraged and guided those
humans who showed the “most promise” in advancing beyond a mundane
existence to serve the Dark agendas. Just enough spiritual truth was offered as an
attraction. The nature of the human creature and the nature of the human society
was manipulated by the Dark and their human agencies. This is not much
different than how things are handled in major corporations –those who “made
the grade” would be quietly guided into positions of increasing authority and
responsibility. The most promising would get additional mentoring. Those who
“had what it takes” would be promoted to higher ranks.
In place of corporate executives, it would be channellers and higher level entities
that would sift through various aspirants to find those who “had what it takes”.
This process applied to many of the most famous and influential gurus and
“spiritual” teachers –as well as political and corporate leaders who also invited
the Dark forces to work through them, and through this they would gain power
and prestige.
-//One of the most important goals was for the Dark to gain control of what they
could of the higher Light and to do this they used the human creature and its
lower energy bodies to gain access to those spiritual beings that were connected
to the higher Light. This was an ad hoc process that became intricately detailed,
involving the direct participation of all those being who could be enticed to “fall
into density”.
Some have called this a “battle for the soul”, but ultimately it has been a struggle
by a demented consciousness that arose from a series of errors and flaws in the
higher creation process to control this creation.
At this point, it is clear that it will be a spiritually evolved consciousness which
has mutual coherence with the Higher Oneness that succeeds and evolves to help
remake this creation. From my perspectives, there is no “war”, only the
concluding stages of a prolonged and convoluted process transcending any notion
of space and time.
It is these lower levels of density that are now the focus and recipient of these
actions.
Humans have very little capacity for discernment, very little capacity of freewill,
and thus are inherently limited in making crucial spiritual existential choices.
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It is a terrible and appalling situation that developed.
-//At the end, all will be presented with a choice: something akin to the unfolding of
an ongoing near-death-experience. For some it will be upon the end of their
human bio-vehicle. For some it will be at a time prior. As human suffering
increases, so will a yearning for an existence other than that of toil and suffering.
The highest levels of Creation have worked persistently over æons to correct the
original errors and flaws in this creation, and to do in ways that will preserve
spiritual learning and the myriad individuations that carry something of the
original spark of Creator. It is testimony to the persistent caring by the highest
levels of Creator for all seeking to transcend the limitations of that which became
corrupted and damaged in this creation.
-//The amoeba that loses a small portion of its protoplasm from “misadventure”
does not cease to exist.
Like individual drops of water from a larger pool of water, spiritual consciousness
can remerge into its primary matrix which in turn can remerge upwards, based
upon its spiritual capacities. And like drops of water, fragments of this energy
that become excessively separated and dissipated can evaporate away. From the
point of the view of the “drop of water”, this may not sound very attractive, but to
its “reservoir of origin”, information has been learned and experienced from the
experiences of that single “drop”.
-Alex
From the Big Island, Hawaii
-//-
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Notes on ascension

Bridging Spirit and Matter – Creator and
Creation
July 2014

This is an old notion, one with some validity, but rarely for the reasons usually
stated. For a long time I saw the potential, encouraged this with myself and
others to Realize this.
The human form is not a bridge in the sense of those expecting their human
biological vehicles to miraculously transform into a light being, leaving behind
only clothing and whatever else that was not of the body. Many presumed their
bodies to be “holy temples” for this work. However, those who knew the reality of
the situation, knew that this sort of change might occur perhaps to one in a
billion –and only under most extraordinary circumstances.
On the other hand, it is much more likely for those who are relatively ready –in
terms of their spiritual consciousness –to leave their human bodies behind and
ascend to an appropriate “home” vibrational state as a conscious Point of Light or
as a Light Being with a fluid structure or “form”.
The human form is more an interface for highly focused spiritual intelligences to
break through the Error and corruption of this realm and reconnect with a “zero
level” –the spaces between the atoms –where the Divine Templates can be
accessed. Most spiritual beings however, quickly become caught up in the
illusions and delusions and stimuli of a fallen density.
The “bridging” of spirit and matter is about cutting a clear path through the dross
to reestablish a clear flow from the highest levels to the levels of Prime Origin.
Supramental energies and the Monadic structures have this capacity –and this is
one of the reasons we have urged everyone to work at reconnecting with their
own highest origins. The Monads are in the best position to help integrate all the
important learning from the lower density and to help apply and integrate this
with Creator.
Creator may well lack the capacity to assemble all this, only to re-call it all and in
effect rebirth itself (with help). There are too many disparate and chaotic
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elements for Creator to comprehensively deal with. But the Monadic structures
have the potential and capacities to make sense of so much has been learned and
experienced within each of their great diversifications into density and outward
into The All. Each monad brings something unique to Creator Source.
While we may have each wanted to complete the circuit from the Divine
Template, the "spaces between the atoms" –to pursue the descent of the
Supramental into density –to cut through the corrupted density to the space to
True Origins, and thus complete the circuit, complete the corrections...
…it has has already been accomplished.
“It is finished”.
-Alex
Big Island, Hawaii
-//-
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The Monad

December 21, 2014

To my knowing, "Monads" are a unique class of beings that are imbued with
similar light structures and capabilities. They can be emanated directly from
Creator of All –or from another higher level Creator outside of this creation (“The
All”) of Creator of All. Their origins can be regarded as something “sideways” of
the “ordinary” outflowing expressions of Creator.
They have unique capacities, including the over-sight of lesser beings, including
those outside their own creation, and the capacity to recall, reintegrate and
generally “sort out” what is required for the present situation. Each Monad
develops a unique set of creational learning and is capable of assisting their
respective Creator beings –or other Creator beings if needed.
The Monads are less affected and less debilitated by the problems of dissipation
and individuation as they have a greater proportion of the "higher oneness"
energies within their structures –relative to that which they emanate from their
own higher centers. They also include contain the Divine “blueprints” or
templates for the rebuilding of an entire creation.
As beings emanating directly from their primary Creator they represent the
closest thing to a holographic “backup” to creation and thus can serve as a
collective comparative reference system in terms of learning and cross-checking
changes at a Creator level. They also have the needed energetic capacities to help
Creator to make its needed transitions. All this and more is now underway
involving these high creational entities.
In various essays in the main body of “Final Call”, we refer to Monads – and
prominently in one of the essays in the Appendix on Practices.
-ASK
PS: A very interesting entry on this topic can be found in New Advent Catholic
Encyclopedia - http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/10447b.htm. Also, in the
late 17th and early 18th century, Leibnitz made significant contributions to
metaphysics and wrote about the major existential questions. In his latter years
he also discussed the concept and meaning of “monads” in the context of the
nature of reality.
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Return to the Light is the Return of the Light

State of the Cosmic “Corrections Energies”
September 15, 2014

“The vibrational plane of one’s “point-of-view” changes everything.”
I would like to offer this as a short update to the “Corrections” as it applies to the
human-Earth realm. In this illustration, Earth is at the center with its human
populations doing whatever it is that humans will do given their personal and
collective circumstances.
Beyond this is a region of
conflict and chaos that
roughly coincides with
what remains of the astral
“4d” vibrational range and
its connections to the 3d
level of mental awareness.
Operating at a higher
vibratory state, seemingly
“outside” the chaos and
conflict of ordinary human
level thought, there is a
layer of “localized higher
self”, a spiritualized
consciousness that retains a
connection into the depths
of human existence on
Earth. This layer could be
compared to the initial
upper filtrate from the
upper filter of the
corrections energies “press
pot” effect. It is in a mostly
fragmented state, but
largely beyond the mire
and muck of lower density
3d and astral 4d regions yet
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maintains a connection to the human level. This layer includes aspects of
spiritual beings with a human presence as well as those that have departed their
human vessel.
Beyond this layer is an extremely rarified layer of spiritual consciousness that is a
bridge between what is ascending from the lower densities and the fields of light
connected with the Higher Oneness and Creation Correction process. This outer
layer is generally not fragmented and is developing patterns of coherency not
possible at the lower levels.
This is the “Evolution II” which is underway.
A similar process is occurring with regard to the larger creation structures. As
above, so below.
Using this recent image from a space sciences source, imagine the glowing outer
layer to be the higher vibrational state and that the white dot at the center
represents Earthly 3d density.
From the point of view of the white
dot, perhaps there is the perception of
an increasing loss of connection to
that which is moving “outward”.
From the point of view of the particles
of light moving “outward”, perhaps
they are not oriented upon from
whence they came, rather upon
something else, something not shown
in the image. …
…Perhaps a higher order attractor?
-ASK
-//-
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“The Wave”

September 13, 2014

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1508.msg6459.html#msg6459

There are a handful of individuals whose dreams and visions I will pay attention
to. Some are precognitive in terms of future events, some are mainly about the
spiritual existence beyond earthly 3d human sphere.
Of the major themes of dreams and visions that been most prominent over the
years is something that could concisely be termed “The Wave”.
Over the years, there have been two qualities of “Waves”–one geophysical in
nature involving massive earthchanges –the other spiritual in nature involving
the highest levels of the corrections energies/god wave energies. The localized
effects of the latter tend to be more pronounced and to inner seeing can be
initially confounded with the viewing of future geophysical events. The “Wave”
(of light) overlaps with visions of the finer vibrations of the higher spiritual
energies and those of solar plasma that essentially ends 3d level density bio-form
life on Earth.
None of these categories can be regarded as mutually exclusive.
Among individuals who have developed their higher abilities, there is a growing
consensus that there will be major physical events beyond the grasp of human
imagination. The geophysical version embraces a mostly coherent set of puzzle
pieces over the years from several individuals, myself included. These involve
space objects plowing into the ocean causing a line of waves hundreds of miles
long; displacements of submarine crustal plates that generate waves hundreds or
thousands of feet high; space energies drawing portions of the ocean upwards
into immense waves; and the shifting or slippage of the earth’s crust relative to
the inner layers of the planet as well as changes in the angle of the earth’s spin
axis; and more. Rarely however is there a dated year or other unambiguous
temporal marker. One that I encountered literally pointed to 2036 and a “guide”
showed me the extent of the ocean instability that took many years to settle
down. 2017 +/- 1 year is also a temporal marker date representing the end of
human civilization as it is presently regarded. I am aware of a handful
individuals, including myself, who have had year-date indications with regard to
both of these human calendar periods.
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Now comes a more difficult version to describe that is of the spiritual energies
whose imagery can occasionally be confounded by the human level of awareness
with 3d geophysical events.
To complicate things further, these spiritual energies may well coincide with or
presage 3d physical events.
Recent dream-visions from a few others have indicated something we have been
aware of and discussed over recent years: a major bifurcation of states of
existence. In some instances the focus is on changes to the planetary state, others
focus more on the consciousness that is presently connected into 3d human.
-//To offer up variations on the spiritual “wave”, the first appears to be
interplanetary/solar plasma that envelopes earth. At the most extreme, all
terrestrial life is extinguished and eventually oceanic as well. Now then, one may
choose to intellectually regard this as a 3d phenomenon, which it is of course.
However, even with the solar or other space plasma scenarios, there is spiritual
component to this as well. It is deliberate and it is not something concocted by
some “bad aliens”, etc.
Next, there are variations on the theme of intense rolling waves of Light, like in
the ocean, at first seemingly gentle, then increasingly intense in effect and impact
everything in creation, at all levels of existence. One version of this was titled
“The Rolling White Light” and published in 2008:

http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Rolling%20White%20Light%20-%20Dec%202008.pdf

Another version is that of constant waves of energy, usually transparent and
these seem to demolish (or threaten to demolish) human level and other
attachments. These waves are related to the larger “corrections energy” processes
and maybe uniquely tailored to one’s own subtle light matrix, at least for those
who have been steadily focused on their ascension process.
Ultimately, the choice is whether to allow the Divine energies to permeate your
being, or to hold on to attachments to human existence that is based upon a false
reality.
-Alex

-//-
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Notes from May 2014 to present

“The Flash”

May-December 2014

The forces of Creator of All have decided: “Enough!”
The fallen zone will be deleted.
The remaking of The All and the evolutionary growth of Creator is underway.
The concentrated detailed learning on the part of all beings that carry the Light
that they have accrued at these low levels of density within a fallen reality –all
this and more contribute to the spiritual growth and evolution at all levels, from
the smallest to the greatest.
What is to be retained? What is to remain?
Each being with all their individuations has a part to play in bringing themselves
together in a higher oneness and in integrating their collective learning. In this
way fulfilling their purposes and in effect “glorifying” Creator. All of spiritually
sentient Creation will be discovering a new way to be and new purposes to their
existence. This is what is meant by glorifying, an amazing word that has been
distorted through the religions.
At some point, the transformation process will envelope this world and the
farther reaches of this Creation.
Layers of fields maintain containment of local space-time, as well as that of the
galactic and pan-universe scale. Looping and looping like multiple merry-go
rounds, the wheels of civilizations and the wide-field consequences of a fallen
creation will grind on, faltering and crashing under a growing force of a slowmotion implosion.
…That is, until a "flash of light", more intense than any energies of human origin,
washes through this realm in successive waves of intensity. Unlike the dynamics
in human-earth 3d, this movement is forever permanent and cannot be reversed
once it is underway. Some spiritual fragments will be annihilated by it, while
others will take to it most ecstatically.
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This energy wave is at the behest of Creator of All and is totally impersonal in its
mission. Human "opinions", supplications, or "desires" have no point of
receptivity if focused upon desires for a continuation of the human existence as it
is presently.
As I look at this, it affords an “extended moment” of "final choosing". Not unlike
what de Chardin anticipated in the early 20th century as he contemplated the
"future of man".
That is all.
-ASK

PS: In the Appendix on Dreams and Visions, there are summaries of related
“flash” visions and dreams, including ones involving nuclear weapon explosions.
-//-
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Additional to Appendix on Dreams & Visions

“What Dreams May Come”
November 2014

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1520.0.html
NOTE: These are additional comments to the Appendix on Dreams & Visions,
mainly a summary of selected notes from my own experiences over the years.
Link: http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Final%20Call-APPENDIX-DreamsVisions.pdf
-//Recently, I encountered a small group of future viewing dreamers-visioners who
have taken the time to record some of their experiences and exchange notes.
Some have shown good precognitive abilities for picking up on small scale
noteworthy human events. One thing I noticed was that, with few exceptions,
there was very little understanding of the nature of this reality and the sources of
influence upon their dream-vision experiences –and that despite the very
detailed future glimpses reported by some, the primary focus and influence of
their discussion tends to degenerate into the mundane social concerns, future
headlines and the like. Very little is offered up by way of spiritual insights from
their experiences.
In reading and discussing various global-scale and spiritually cosmic dreams and
visions reported from a few sources, I noticed a few tendencies developing over
the most recent few months –and a period of very little being reported outside of
personal or other abstractions.
Nevertheless, from a brief and fertile period, here are a few preliminary notes:
A- Themes of leaving the earth plane, “graduating”, final learning “classes”,
reviewing one’s Earthly "bucket list", meetings with others (embodied or
not).
B- Cataclysmic events - usually EQ's and oceanic, occasionally space related objects from space, energies from space, etc.
C- Breakdown of society, civilization, etc. Sometimes these appear as future
views, sometimes these are overlays from the astral zone -- hard to sort out
at times. Economic themes, war, social fabric, etc.
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Some reports have described various detailed perspectives centering around the
disintegration of human existence and the complete breakdown of infrastructure
of civilization.
I see no point to discussing the details of these. The main point is clear, whatever
the sequence of events that are “seen” by the viewer, the patterns to these reports
by experienced visioners and dreamers indicates a confluence of events leading to
the end of most or all “life” on earth. None of these are about warning humans “if
this, then that”, etc. These are vignettes and scenarios of “the end”. This is a
change from some earlier “end times” dream-vision scenarios reported decades
ago in which there some explicit “warning to humanity” was given. (Such
“warnings” always seemed so ridiculous to me since there was nothing that
anyone who really paid attention to these could ever do at any level. Mostly these
“warnings” resulted in more naïve humans praying for peace, no earthquakes,
etc… one more chance, etc…)
What I find noteworthy is that a number of significant dreams of recent months –
and some from several years ago –fit closely with my own experiences. In my
case, the situation goes beyond graphic scenes of planetary-wide cataclysmic
disaster –to the end of this portion of creation entirely. Beyond human
awareness, there are various groupings of beings working on the “what’s next”
planning. But these plans and notions have little or no density- level foundation
with 3d Earth. These plans are for the most part dependent upon the state of
consciousness that coalesces around the higher light as cosmic deconstructionreconstruction occurs. Furthermore, it is my sense over the years that there really
is nothing of the “human-identified-human” concerns that register in the higher
levels beyond 7d.
-//In short, nothing of the present state of human existence has any bearing or
influence upon any of these events. Processes are set in motion from higher
levels, and that is that. And there is no pompous-sounding alien-ET “federation”
that has any influence on any of this either. Any “ET-alien” types that do present
themselves will be to perform tasks for the corrections energies –or to remove
“their people” from Earth while they still can.
As of this writing at the end of November 2014, my “best guess” prognostication
is much the same that I have offered over this year: during 2015 and 2016 there is
most likely to be a rapid escalation of human conflicts, concurrent with a rapid
escalation of global earth changes leading to the effective termination of human
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civilization as humans regard such things, and the extinction of most life on
Earth.
As to what event catalyzes other events, such idle speculations would be
irrelevant. Will a massive oceanic first affect the East Coast of N America before
the W Coast N America? Does it matter?
Perhaps there will be some other event that will make these pale in comparison.
Consider that.
Meanwhile, one of the precursor alerts to major changes would be coming
through experienced dreamers-visioners. It is my sense that we are now getting
those early warnings that have the subject of so much speculation for decades.
-ASK
-//-
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Insights into the Nature of "Physical" Reality

October 2014

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1514.msg6481.html#msg6481

NOTE: Please consider the implications of many of the ideas expressed and
illustrated in this excellent 10-minute video from the Electric Universe team:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ScZFq0p3O8k (high res, full screen)
This is a not matter of whether I agree with or endorse everything in this one
short piece or with the overall work of the EU people. Rather it is important to
consider its implications to notions of what constitutes physical reality -manifest creation at the level of 3d density and its adjacent vibrational states that
humans can perceive with the aid of remote sensing technology and computers.
-//It is interesting what Thornhill states in the context of this presentation: that
science assumptions about "red shift" (used to estimate vast distances between
stars) are not to be accepted as presented by “standard science”. I have made this
point in various discussions, more recently concerning the illusion and delusion
of “speed of light” as some "universal constant". It is not –and that is something
that is experimentally shown within the limited parameters of Earth-time-space
–and something that I would say only applies within the limited confines of this
local pocket of a fallen creation system. If speed of light is considered in the
context of speed of thought (consciousness), it is practically instantaneous,
mediated primarily by fields of higher consciousness.
While it is not covered explicitly in this presentation, there is an implication that
there is only Light, Light (photons to some) is essentially trapped in lattices of
"matter" (polarity of electrons-protons) -- or/and that Light is "facilitating" the
ongoing existence of atomic matter.
To put it into terms I might use, what I just stated would be a particle-physics
analogy to the concepts that spiritual consciousness “deliberately” went into a
“fallen state” and that some of spiritual consciousness became inadvertently
trapped in the workings of the fallen consciousness –and some of the Light
became deluded into maintaining a fallen state or Error.
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The next set of implications is the dissolution of 3d matrix itself – sooner or later
and the freeing of all spiritual consciousness, particles of true light, from that
which binds it.
-Alex
-//-
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Additional notes:

Insights into the Nature of Physical Reality”
October-November 2014

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1514.msg6488.html#msg6488

“Particles of atoms” can be regarded as analogous to “particles of Light” which
can be regarded as analogous to “aspects of Spiritual Intelligences”. These aspects
tend to stand-in for their primary Spiritual Intelligences – localized soul beings
or larger structures of creator beings.
Some Spiritual Intelligences deliberately went about setting up what has come to
be regarded as the fallen portion creation and they set about trapping others of
the higher Light to parasitize their energy.
Some Light beings simply became trapped in the fallen structures by
circumstances, not out of their deliberate choosing. Some were drawn in and
became stuck, like a body in space that becomes held or captured in the energy
field of another body in space, leading to long-term orbital planes of movement.
-//Humans are engrossed with “making stuff”, “doing stuff”, endless busy-ness
(“business”). It is a low-level derivation from a fallen state of existence that
retains a faint and distorted signal of “spiritual creating” originating at the
highest levels of spiritual Intelligence –in short, a degenerate existence based
upon illusion and delusion. By now this faint signal has become so distorted at
the human level that most humans only “pretend” at the “busy-ness” of “making”
or “doing” in the most mindless of ways. Most have lost the skills to actually make
anything useful anymore. All that aside, there is the basic impulse for “making
stuff”. “Making things” has dominated the human personal-social-economy and
has been been an unconscious and distorted impulse to “create” at the 3d density
level.
“Looking at the human-Earth relationship from the past to present day, it is
obvious what the result has been from a mixture of beings “making things”
in the absence of higher spiritual connection. It is the unfortunate hubris of
humans today to maintain a spiritually alienated existence through
computers and directed energy machines. But this is only a more
concentrated form of the same violence of the rock drill, the crusher, the
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smelter, the machine tool, etc. Before the object is even completed, it begins
to decay through organic or inorganic processes that seek to return the
substance back to its origins and thus presents another source of struggle.
Eventually they look back and tell themselves stories about the “greatness”
of their civilization based on its material ability to alter the face of the Earth
and organize humans under the domination of the elite few.
A symbiosis is possible whereby matter-oriented consciousness finds
expression in maintaining or learning new forms in cooperation with lightbody consciousness.
People think that the "science" and practice of stone or metal work is
advanced today, but it is crude and very violent in comparison with
spiritual consciousness that communicates with the energy and
consciousness that governs and constitutes “matter”. The act of mining,
crushing, smelting, forming, cutting, etc. is a violent wrenching of matter to
conform to the unconscious mind-set based upon a fallen existence. This lack
of spiritual consciousness is involved in the endless struggle of humans
against the natural world.
In contrast, there are spiritual approaches to “making stuff” that establishes
a cooperative relationship with “matter consciousness” of minerals, biology,
energy, etc.
-from the essay, “Making Things – Ways of New Creation”

http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Making%20Things-New%20Creation.pdf

Now then, I wish to make clear that in referring to human level, I am primarily
speaking to those remaining spiritual intelligences operating through a human
level of existence and awareness.
This distinction is important, as it is Spiritual Consciousness that needs to first
get its own situation corrected and evolved further before pursuing levels of
individuation in density such as what the human-earth experience represents. It
is spiritually irresponsible to do otherwise. With unusual exceptions, this cannot
be done at the human level, only the higher level. And thus further makes the
point for the withdrawal of the remaining spiritual light from this level. The
“Catch-22” is that if spiritual intelligences which are most engaged with human
existence lack the will or the capacity for this, then they will soon enough find
they no longer have an embodied 3d level to become lost in and addicted to.
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This will most likely occur from a confluence of large-scale planetary wide
catastrophes that will aid in the clearing of the planetary body. Coordinated with
this is the widespread influence of the higher Light, the basis for what I have
termed a collective near death type of experience –which will reveal much truth
to the heretofore presumed “reality” of the human level. It is likely the physical
upheavals will begin to escalate first, thus loosening the hold that physicality has
upon spiritual beings that are stuck in physicality.
Furthermore, until spiritual intelligences/soul beings/etc. evolve further and
reconnect to their own origins, they can only persist in maintaining their “lostness” in density of a fallen state, presuming that to be the only way to learn and to
grow. This too will cease as the higher Light coheres with that from which it
originates.
-ASK
-//-
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Grandiose Visions - Grand Dios Visions

The Illusion of a Dual Nature Structure
June-December 2014

What is it that we are all made up of or made from?
What is it that the greater beings are made of or made from?
Are we the flesh, the molecules, the atoms or are we really made up of all of those
particles and energies that make up the space between the atoms?
But greater still, are we made up of a substance, and energy source that is the
foundation from which everything else is made?
-//In creator structure, (i.e. The Creator of All) everything has a physical structure
even the creator of all. The Creator of All’s structure is reflected in all of the
beings existing within itself. We have been made aware of the idea that we are
made up of or composed of atoms, molecules, and organs.
As above so below, as below so above:
Just as we are made up of atoms, the beings that we have an awareness of but
usually cannot see with our physical eyes –the greater spirits on up through
creator itself –are made up of particles that resemble the atomic structure that we
are made from. We are aware or have the understanding that these beings vibrate
at a greater frequency than we do. Their particles are different but they have a
reflective quality that resembles our basic structures. It could be said that it is we
that have the reflective qualities of the finer vibrational energies of these beings.
However you look at it, understand, that all things have structure. There are
things, being, entities and other shapes that appear to shift or morph into
different shapes. It does not matter what shape they may change into, they still
have a structure about them. Understanding this, we can begin to look at the
basic structures or fabric from which everything is made. We can also begin to
look at how change is manifesting into this spiritual/physical structure here.
These are some of the concepts that I will be mentioning. It may be a little hard
to understand by those who have not yet stepped outside of structure, but, with a
little imagination we can visualize these ideas.
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Alex has mentioned his meditations on the spaces between the atoms. This is a
look at this space and at what makes up the fabric of these spaces.
The physical structure of the creator of all is incredibly huge. The distances
within the creator of all are so incredibly vast and the greater beings are so
incredibly huge that it really is beyond our comprehension as physical beings and
beyond our ability to accurately visualize. But, to understand the nature of the
physical composition, it is necessary to allow ourselves to comprehend this
vastness. It is also necessary to allow ourselves to shrink our focus to that which
is even smaller than the spaces between the atoms or what makes up the spaces
between the atoms.
The Creator of All is floating in a vastness of energy. This is an energy that is
unlike the energy within the Creator of All, but this energy comprises and
nourishes the Creator in its coming into being and its growth throughout its
existence. If one focuses on this energy it is important to focus smaller than the
space between the atoms. It is this energy that makes up the structure that is
between the atoms. While being aware of this incredibly small space it is also
important to be able to focus on the greater existences and allow oneself to
understand that there is an even greater structure than just the Creator of All and
its surrounding energy bath.
In this greater structure there are beings that are aware of the creator of all and
its progress, its triumphs and its failures. Being aware of this, they have been
looking at the basic flaws in this creation structure. These flaws have had a direct
effect on all of the beings and structures that the creator of all has manifested.
Since the time that the vastly great beings (beings beyond The Creator of All)
have become aware of this flaw they have been looking to see if The Creator of All
could correct this or if they needed to step in and help with overcoming these
problems. A decision has been made that there were corrections that they could
do that would not completely interfere with the creator of all’s development and
free will, but would help with its healing and development.
They have begun a process of changing the basic energies that the Creator of All is
comprised of. These new correction energies are coming forth from the spaces
between the spaces of the atoms. It appears that its intent is to remake structure
completely. Not just this 3-D structure but all structures within and about the
Creator of All. There is an energy coming forth from these beings that is
permeating this space. It is changing the structure or the energies of those pieces
that make up the space between the atoms. As these pieces are part of what
makes up all matter in all structures it is changing the very foundation of matter.
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This is happening from the highest point to the lowest point throughout this
creation structure that is The Creator of All.
This is being felt by more and more beings at all levels. Some of the beings are
reacting trying to take control of this energy flow and to force it to flow the way
they want it to flow. Others are simply trying to understand it and understand
how they can help with this process. It does not matter. This change is happening
and will continue to happen, no matter what.
How this will affect 3-D or any other levels of? It is not completely known by the
beings that make up The Creator of All. It is known that this energy has within it
the proper keys for correcting the errors and even some of the possibilities of
errors that have been made by not having enough information to work from. This
is especially true for The Creator of All.
-John Crawford
New Mexico
-//-
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The In-Breath of God

At an “Interval of Cessation”
December 14, 2014

“… What takes place between breathing in and breathing out. …”
-

from “A New Creation”, Aug-Sept 2007

Over the years we have discussed the re-making of Creation, and Creator of All
calling in all of Itself. This has now been brought to the forefront for all
concerned.
“What” the newly evolved version of this creation will be, what it looks like, how
it will be structured, etc., will not be known until it is. It is a continually unfolding
process of re-creation in which continually evolving consciousness is continually
discovering its own “newness” as well. To the human-level of awareness and
spiritual consciousness this may at first seem impossibly overwhelming.
“…This realization concerns remembering who and what we are beyond the
ordinary considerations of self as well as activating new dimensions of
Being never before realized. The vastness of this destiny is such that it can
only be known as it creates itself. …”
-from the original vision statement of Fund for Global Awakening, 1996-97

But in this fluid ever-changing and evolving process (even the process itself
changes and evolves) there are those moments and pockets of highly focused
sequencing of details. Some of this may be expressed across many vibrational
levels, including levels of density that would have a familiar “solidiness” to it. And
some of it may remain in a state of contemplative suspension, held as infinite
moments by those discrete consciousness that have a certain mutual coherence.
The transformational processes we described several years ago have much
applicability today. Central to this is clearing and cleansing and the re-making of
light structures –the structures of consciousness. At the time, there were too
many inner impediments and outer interferences, so much so that as soon as one
set of light structures were cleansed and upgraded, more would be infected or
corrupted. Thus, very little to no progress could be made without a massive level
of de-structuring (destruction) that carried the risk of losing the essence of the
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consciousness and all its learning. All learning, all knowledge –human and
beyond –is already stored for access by those beings who are to have access.
There are many different such “repositories of learning” and access is not
universally granted.
“Like individual drops of water from a larger pool of water, spiritual
consciousness can remerge into its primary matrix which in turn can
remerge upwards, based upon its spiritual capacities. And like drops of
water, fragments of this energy that become excessively separated and
dissipated can evaporate away. From the point of the view of the “drop of
water”, this may not sound very attractive, but to its “reservoir of origin”,
information has been learned and experienced from the experiences of that
single “drop”. “

- from “Watching” - September 28, 2014
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1519.0.html

The amoeba that loses a small portion of its protoplasm from “misadventure”
does not cease to exist. …
“Like individual drops from a larger pool of water, the “energy of
consciousness” can be reabsorbed into a primary matrix from whence it can
be used in new ways, depending upon the “consciousness of influence” that
has primary responsibility in any given context.
The essence of the water will enter the atmosphere at a slightly higher
vibratory state and eventually meet up with other fragments of water
essence, some from the stars, some from the rocks of earth, some from the
oceans and lakes.
Some of these droplets may combine to form clouds and some may condense
into a more dense form as rain, some may even become transformed
through the actions of electrical or other higher frequency space energies
that are encountered in the atmosphere.
What “information” the drop of water has at its essence, will be retained
according to its energetic capacity. In other words, it is not annihilated
from existence per se, only that it has ceased to be an individuated and
isolated drop of water. “
-

from “It is all about point-of-view …A “Drop in the Bucket” - Oct. 9, 2014
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1515.0.html
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-//To put a “sharper point” to all this, individuated spiritual consciousness –that
which has developed its own version of sentiency as an “identity-self” –first needs
to “step back” from the habituations of “doing”. This is an essential part of
participation in the vast “in-breath of God”.
In talking with many spiritually-minded human individuals, there is that
“addiction to density”, that inurement to all things human and Earth-like, that
residual corrupted creational impulse to “make stuff, do stuff”. This is quite
understandable of course as many levels of spiritual beings, from human levels to
much higher and more complex levels, became overly identified with what they
were about and resisted the larger changes. Nevertheless, this all must cease as
part of this great “in-breath” –what is spiritually truly gained and learned is not
lost.
So many beings who are of good intentions are rushing forth in the astral and
higher states without sufficient consideration of all that has gone wrong in this
creation. They are rushing forth “to make and to do” without the benefit of the
spiritual learning that is part of the corrections process. This is not just about the
human level fragments of spiritual consciousness, this is also about spiritual
beings of much greater complexity and capacities.
Now then, there are also higher evolved beings who have been learning from all
that has occurred in this creation –and who are applying new creational
principles in the re-making of this creation. During the “interval of cessation” or
suspension of outward expression, new bonds will form and dissolve, new
patterns will be formed, explored, and tested. Already preparations have been
underway for new structures for this creation.
Like those atmospheric water molecules, formerly residing in density, some will
find a natural affinity and coherence with one another. As they develop new
individual and new shared structures, they will find new meaning for their
individual and collective existence. This is an intimate and essential part of the
new creation process as it is applied in this creation.
And what takes place between the in-breath and out-breath… oh my… what! It is
a moment of eternity, a totality of all that has been, is now, will be, and might be
–and all that is not.
-ASK
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The “Correction”

December 1, 2014

“Behold, I tell you a mystery: We shall not all sleep;
but we shall all be changed, in a moment,
in the twinkling of an eye, at the last trumpet.”
-from Handel’s Messiah

We are in the period of “the finality”. Time is up, and all are being invited to
respond to the call of Creator of All to contribute their Light and spiritual
Learning to the remaking of Creation and Creator.
Those who retain a soul or higher being connection are being helped to become
aware that they are an extension or individualizations of this higher connection.
Those with the Spark of Light of Creator, however it was derived, have a built-in
“responder” to their true spiritual origins or to the “God-wave” signal. However,
many are, practically-speaking, incapacitated while encased within this fallen
reality and unable to exercise sufficient energy to at least “make it to the nearest
shore”. This problem is recognized at high levels and thus the process of “rescue”
or extraction will be as rapid as possible yet gentle enough to allow whatever
there is of your Light to retain its integrity as an individuation. At some point the
process will intensify dramatically without regard for whatever “individuations”
are still stuck.
As I suggest in “A Drop in a Bucket”, it is not to be assumed that all entities of
Light that developed self-awareness while in density will be retrieved as an intact
individuation. The reasons are manifold and have been discussed in the context
of the ascension process in these pages over recent years. What we may not have
discussed much previously is included in the essay “What Remains? - What is to
Remain?”
-//“God” (Creator of All) neither knows nor “cares” whether human “you” gets a
job, has a baby, finds that perfect house, or campaigns for “world peace”. Those
who “pray to God” for their wish lists in the human 3d materium, are at best
appealing to their own higher self and at worst appealing for the attention of
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dark forces that are interested in any new avenue to exploit. Those who seek
power, prestige, money, etc. and who fervently “pray” for this are appealing to
fallen higher level beings who will take an interest in whatever the “supplicant”
might be able to offer them. If sufficient potential is evident, those wishes will be
granted –the price is control over your human level of being and the
replacement of your “soul being” connection with one or more dark side entities
(assuming you even had a soul level connection). When you have served your
purposes to the dark forces, you will be quietly retired or rudely cast off.
-//There is a vast impersonal quality to the greater "godliness" (Creator of All). This
is also a secondary factor to the ease with which the effects of excessive
dissipation and excessive individuation contributed to the apparent "loss-ness"
(lost-ness) of so many fragments/aspects of spiritual consciousness.
Franklin Merrell-Wolff preferred the term "consciousness without an object"
since he often focused on this impersonal quality of Creator. But then, if this is
the only facet one focuses on (given the limitations of the human awareness),
then one misses the quality of individuation and "self-ness" that exists even at the
highest and most complex/collective states of the great "godliness" –Creator of
All. These are the states of monads and creator-type beings that were imbued
with self-awareness as individuations derived from Creator of All. (See essays in
this copy concerning Creator.)
An additional sequence that concerns taking apart the fallen zone. Dismantling it.
Entirely. Those immense beings I have mentioned in earlier essays that
encapsulate the fallen zone are more like virtual beings –they are not
individuated consciousnesses with their own evolutionary path. They are
emanations of Creator that are directed for specific purposes, comparable to a
virtual desktop anti-virus computer program that quarantines a problem and
then gets deleted along with what it captured.
One morning in June of this year, I am introduced (in depth) to something for
which there are not the words (nor could there be). I can only refer to this by its
characteristics and qualities: an anti-force that has the power to effectively delete
portions of or all of entirety of creations. To say it was unsettling and disturbing
would be an understatement. This is closely related to the origins of the
Corrections Energies from outside of this creation and the energies to nourish
and support “Creator of All” of this creation in bringing its “house in order”.
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It is my impression that a series of recent sequences about the re-doing of this
Earth are tied in with the "disappearance" of part of what is manifested within
The All.
The initial stages are planetary-wide changes involving the oceans, internal
dynamics of the Earth, the atmosphere, and space environments. This has the
immediate effect of interfering with and suspending most dark side activities that
are grounded in 3d existence. This also coincides with destroying the
lattices/grids that are used to trap consciousness at the 3d and 4d levels. As this
proceeds and is monitored, the question of the deletion of lower density
vibrational planes will then be solved.
There will be no more “fallen sector” –including nearly all that was manifest
within it. As a practical matter, this removes the very ground upon which fallen
consciousness can rebuild itself.
All spiritual beings that became habituated to the lower density virtual reality
stimuli will need to completely re-evaluate their development and purposes.
If certain systems or worlds (such as Earth) are found to have a renewed spiritual
value to the remaking of this creation, then they will be isolated or removed from
the fallen sector prior to its being collapsed and deleted from creation. This is one
of the considerations behind the possibility of this Earth leaving its captive
orbital system and leaving this galaxy to a new home.
As I discuss in the essay “What Remains – What is to Remain?”, human
existence, human activities, personal concerns, all quickly recede with ascending
consciousness, and a fuller perspective is gained, something that is not possible
while trapped within the fallen reality. To the point-of-view of self-centered
humans or to the point-of-view of spiritual beings inured to the experiential
stimuli of 3d density, this may come as “bad news”. Such is not the case for those
spiritual beings that learned the difference.
With the larger transformational changes, the monadic beings and other higher
level beings regain their capacities for their own evolutionary development as
well as to aid Creator in its process of growth.
-Alex

-//-
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The Matrix Revisited (Again)

November 2014

“This is your last chance. After this, there is no turning back. You take the blue
pill - the story ends, you wake up in your bed and believe whatever you want to
believe.”
-Morpheus to Neo in The Matrix movie
More to the point…
“You take the first one and it is a preview or “virtual tour” that wears off
over time, leaving one with important questions and important choices to
consider as one goes about their human existence.
You take the second one as you reach your threshold of spiritualization and
it begins to dawn on you that you are a spiritual being and not a human
being. You take the third red pill and you become aware that you and most
everyone else has been caught up in a seemingly never-ending movie with
endless variations.
You may first try to change the movie or leave the “theatre” in the larger
“theme park”. Perhaps you get off the merry-go-round, see your
acquaintances still going round and round and they in turn may wonder
why you seem to be whizzing by them (as you are now standing on different
ground than they are). You wave and begin looking for a way out of the
“theme park”.
When you take the fourth pill you know that the theme park is not real, that
consciousness of human existence is not real and that the entire Matrix is
not real. It is only a collective projection of error and confusion on a
massive scale.
After the fifth pill you have many spiritual choices available and perhaps
various requests. At this point you may be developing a supramental body
or moving toward becoming a more unified light being. By the sixth or
seventh you are so far “on your way” that you begin to wonder why you still
have a human presence on Earth.” …**
-from “The Red Pill – Reloaded”, April 2014
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1470.0.html
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Somewhere after your sixth or so “red pill”, the structures of lower density –as
referenced and defined through deliberately limited 3d human levels of
awareness –cease to be solid “reality” as they shift and recede, appearing as
points of light moving about in malware-infected circuits of malformed light.
These are more likely to be noticed during by those able to retain something of
the experiences from day and night dream-visions. Often the dynamics include
human or human-like interactions.
This interconnection –of ordinary 3d “physical reality” with a “hyper 3d reality”
that includes portions of the astral as well as various “otherway” spaces –keeps
most beings trapped in a “spiritual deprivation” environment. This is one of the
considerations leading to the need to annihilate these “circuits” while disrupting
ordinary activity is disrupted at the 3d level through earthchanges. This allows
for the rescue of large numbers of beings trapped here. (Likely it is the increasing
earthchanges that will be noticed at the onset.)
-//When we wrote earlier in the year about “tearing down the theatre” to help
extricate those trapped inside, there were additional problems requiring
attention to avoid inadvertently damaging those who were to be rescued. Too
many were tied in to these insidious circuits.
The lattices of light that envelope 3d and its surrounding layers appear to
incorporate human-like entities and representations of human world objects.
This is one of the ways “ET-aliens” interact with the lower levels of intelligence
(human) through a virtual reality-like interface based partly on fragments of
memories and impulses of the human mind. It is also the basis for many “alien
abduction” experiences that do not involve teleportation of the subject’s body.
The interconnection of this “sur-reality” with what humans accept as ordinary 3d
reality is closely connected. Much of human daily busy-ness is essential to
maintaining a state of virtual imprisonment. At best, a small fraction of humans
may decry the state of their existence, but they are only aware of the human
façade to a thin layer of “reality”, never knowing what lies “beyond the veil”. Most
remain focused purely on what is human-generated, going from one “merry-goround” to another as they imagine this is what “life” is all about.
The lattices of light or “grids” interconnect portions of ordinary 3d “reality” with
these “hyper-3d” states. Dark side entities operating these circuits tap into lower
conscious impulses of the human self to manipulate their “subject”. Points of
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light (consciousness) are compelled (and are self-compelled) to race around these
circuits, helping to maintain the light grids of the dark side –while
interconnecting with one another to reinforce and process the illusions and
delusions of their erroneously presumed human existence.
-//This is not much different from various codes that are created to infect computers
allowing remote access for nefarious purposes. Very often it is human lack of
discernment and naiveté that compels individuals to keep clicking on websites
and unrestrained “social networking” that spreads these computer diseases,
usually to the benefit of the malware creators.
True to their patterned programming, humans created their own version –
systems within systems –massive computer and power infrastructure connecting
all things human globally. Rooms and rooms of it. Extending everywhere. A
multi-layered grid within a larger grid. Thousands upon thousands of networked
miles.
And overlaying and interpenetrating the interactions of 3d reality are those
maleficent lattices of light that keep the sparks of Light, lost in their human
miasma, ever circulating, maintaining their own state of spiritually impoverished
existence. At this point I might add that 3d reality of humans is very much like an
insect hive –memes, subtle energy, and bio-chemical stimuli are produced and
exchanged, creating something comparable to a deep tar pit.
It is a set of reality structures interpenetrating what is presumed by humans to be
“normal” 3d material reality.
All of these structures are now failing everywhere, partly due their own defective
internal makeup in 3d materiality, and partly due to the influence of the
Corrections process. Human-made material “stuff” is failing partly due to its
inherent tendency toward entropic decay, but also due to the “pulling of the plug”
on this reality by the cosmic correction processes.
-//The cosmic corrections process operates at very large scales as well as in detailed
ways within the lower levels, such as that of human-earthly 3d. Whether anyone
knows it or not, these energies have helped sustain many of the Light who are
temporarily trapped here. The corrections process has also limited and restricted
the power and maneuvering parameters of the dark Error.
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Consider the workings within the human body. One’s ordinary mental awareness
is not required to detail the working of one’s bodily organs as these have their
own “built-in” programming. This is also roughly analogous to complex computer
systems. The user is not required to detail the working of how a word processor
does what it does through the keyboard and screen as these are built-in to the
applications that handle a hierarchy of detail level machine code. This would
include computer firewalls and anti-virus programs that recognize known threat
patterns. Likewise with the human body, the brain does not detail everything for
immune cells to neutralize likely pathogens.
And as it is with the body’s immune system and its protective cleansing
processes, there are increasingly new threats which cannot be recognized,
resulting in a disease condition, sometimes fatal to the system. When similar
symptoms become widespread, they call it a disease pandemic and look to
identify a specific organism or mechanism to “defeat” the threat. Increasingly,
these threats have become untreatable and highly prone to mutating to avoid
detection. While there is visual material evidence in 3d to human scientists, they
do not understand the overlaying vibrational systems –the maleficent grids and
lattices that facilitate these biologically-active forms of “malware”.
And the same problem exists in the world of human-built computer networks.
While transhumanism is not likely to succeed with the stated goals, the
crossovers between transhumanism, advanced artificial intelligence computing,
and computerized genetic engineering –will provide 3d level pathways into the
level of biology that are completely novel to this environment. In short, there will
be few and fewer boundaries between the dark side and ordinary 3d.
I would note here that the desires of those humans intent on breaking away from
“the matrix” and forming their own version of “reality” will not come to fruition.
And the more they succeed at this, the easier it will be for the higher levels to
contain and remove them and their influence.
-//The Corrections process is facilitating the dissolution of the fallen portions of
creation –acting upon lower density levels of existence, such as that of humans
on earth, as well as the lattices and grids of light which serve the dark forces by
overlaying and interpenetrating 3d. It is comprehensive, graduated in its
escalations to permit the most of the Light to be freed intact.
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There remain too many of the Light, trapped in these structures –and it is this
which is the main object of attention by the Higher Light. Not just those aspects
of spiritual consciousness trapped in human delusions, there are also “particles of
the Light” trapped in layers of density in other ways.
A rapid yet orderly extrication is preferred sooner –especially as human
civilization will likely collapse before this region of density is dissolved. (This is
one reason for a science appendix, to help one’s human level better fathom the
nature of “reality” and how readily it can be changed.)
-//Many of those trapped here are spiritually aware. Those who have stayed focused
on the spiritual truths will be in the best position to help others “exit the theatre”
as the last barriers are downed. And they too will be freed as well, at long last.
1. The Correction energies cannot “correct” (make right) the lower level
programming of density that was “made wrong” from the start.
2. The dark side programming is massive, its implementation is omnipresent –within the regions of creation where it dominates.
3. The end of human civilization through “earthchanges” and the breakup of
“the matrix” contribute to freeing that which has been trapped and
removing the “ground” upon which the Dark rely.
Eventually all that has been “made wrong”, this world, this galaxy, universe, and
beyond will be dissolved. Most likely, the first stage will be the clearing of the
planet earth of those in density who are the focus of dark and light. The feeding
grounds and playgrounds for the habits of the Dark and the fallen habits of those
of the Light will both be gone.
Details of the retrieval or rescue of the Light remains the primary work of the
Monadic beings and their subsidiary” lower levels of being –this includes all
those which you dear readers may regard as your immediate higher self or soul
being.
-Alex
** …Human memories are based upon falsehood and are selfreinforcing.
Once you get past this, then believe whatever you want to believe…
…or not, and adopt no belief as you observe and learn. -ASK
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End notes to The Matrix Revisited, related reading:
“The ‘Red Pill’ – Reloaded”
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1470.0.html
“The Matrix World Order - In the ‘As Below’”
http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/GA%20News-Dec2009-Sec2.pdf
-//-
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Disease in the Matrix, Disease of the Matrix

Pandemic Crisis or Existential Crisis?

October-November 2014

This essay is a companion to the preceding one in “Final Call”, “The Matrix
Revisited (Again)”.
This essay is also to update my simpler remarks from 2009 in ways that some
may find intriguing (or disturbing, depending on point of view). See link:
www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Pandemic%20Crisis%20or%20Existential%20Crisis.pdf

-//A number of questions have been raised these days about yet another crisis –
hemorrhagic “viruses” (such as Ebola) that can lead to a breakdown of the cell
walls in the human body.
In some circles, there is “debate” as to whether some of these diseases are “real”
or not. Such talk is absurd, given that physical suffering and death is a “real”
outcome. Likewise, it is foolish to claim it is all a state of mind, of awareness. This
is like the ridiculous assertions that death from some illness is of one’s own doing
–since presumably, it is “you” who are “creating your own reality”.
I have no interest whatsoever in discussing the apparent history behind these
“diseases”, in the various classes of pathogens that lead to similar effects, nor in
discussing the “weaponization” of pathogens.
However, the recent publicity around “Ebola” presents a more visible example of
what I described in the 2009 essay as an existential crisis –and provides another
way to consider the surreality of human existence as Light trapped in a matrix
of malformed light of the fallen portion of creation.
-//All the crisis bandied about by humans concerning NWO global politics,
economic crises, survivalism, and the whole lot… These are not the true crisis.
It is a spiritual and existential crisis that should be of primary attention.
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It does not matter what the actual pathogen is named, or whether mass die-offs
will be from “bad vaccine”. Not unlike variations in the aerosol spraying from jets
(“chemtrails”), there will be more than one factor involved.
When one begins to look at these things as human global scale versions of the
smaller scale human computer systems, it is possible to understand so much
more of the nature of human-level of 3d and adjacent zones of “reality” as a type
of holographic computer matrix made up of circuits of “light”.
These circuits of light are more complex and all-embracing than those of the
human astral or other subtle bodies that closely interface spiritual intelligence
with low levels of density such as “3d”. These earth-plane circuits also mimic
those higher level grids of light which extend far up in the planetary atmosphere
where they are dominated by various classes of dark forces and flooded by the
projected psycho-spiritual pathology of the human existence of spiritual beings so
trapped at these low levels of existence.
There is an energetic behind these global-scale fears –war, disease, economic
ruin, etc. Like water pressure behind a porous dam, it will become expressed and
“externalized” into 3d, one way or another. Plug one leak and two more show up
somewhere else, etc.
As readers know, I would never advocate naïve positions such as assuming
everything is the “will of God”, or promote “you create your own reality”, or
anything else that leads to adopting an ignorant, passive stance.
That said, we have entered a period of multiplying crises –each year, each month,
each week, etc. Soon everything will be “a crisis”. Already the compounded crises
are beyond the capacity or tolerance of ordinary human awareness –and its rate
of escalation will only accelerate and intensify.
Compounding the compounded human crises are the escalating and accelerating
changes in the breakdown of the “normal” planetary environment of oceans, land,
atmosphere, and the extensive changes in the energies of the planetary system as
overall.
In short, we are already engaged in a mass-extinction event of “humanity” as it
presently regards itself –and life on earth as humans presently regard that.
-//-
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Those crises seemingly attributable to maleficent human activities, are the work
of various dark forces on earth and of the higher realms –and so much is also the
direct and obvious outcome of a race of creatures that was “made wrong” from
the start and inhabited by spiritual entities that became massively disconnected
and alienated from their true origins and existential purpose.
And so we have fragments of spiritual being hooked into human forms that are
engaged in a matrix of distorted, frenetic activity like hive insects, unable to
disengage from what is believed to be “reality”.
Those that are capable of disengaging from the “diseased” reality are able to see it
for what it is. But for the most part, the vast majority of entities still trapped in
human and other earthly 3d forms are unable to see this, barely able to mentally
consider the possibility, and are inexorably trapped in multiple “squirrel cages”
that interact with one another and keep “the matrix” moving along.
Today this is becoming increasingly incoherent and internally incompatible.
Some may amusingly refer to it as cognitive dissonance and find new ways to
adapt to this, a small fraction may begin to see that none of this ever made and
any sense whatsoever.
-//As to the question of diseases, lethal pathogens, etc. I find it most interesting
indeed that a number of named lethal pathogens – bacterial and viral – exhibit
similar properties in that the agents themselves seem to lack “ordinary” cellular
boundaries. This relates to the difficulty in distinguishing “ebola” from
“Marburg” and other hemorrhagic diseases, including the more familiar class of
tuberculosis that also leads to the breakdown of the cell membranes in the body
and dramatic “bleeding out” symptoms, and even the “HIV” class of diseases.
Moreover, these lethal pathogens have a filamentous form (“filoviruses”) and are
also classed as “cell wall deficient”. This is something shared by Lyme and related
diseases as well. It is more than “curious” that so many of these diseases “lose”
their “regular” form –and morph into something nearly unrecognizable by the
ordinary bodily immune system. This may have to do with the loss of protein
markers associated with “regular structure” of these pathogens. (It is also
interesting that some of these pathogens are classed as “mycobacteria” since they
take on the appearance of mold colonies on culture plates.)
Simply put, it should be more than a mere passing interest –that the very
structures (“pathogens”) which cause human cells to dissolve and body tissues to
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breakdown and fail to conduct bodily fluids –also exhibit a similar tendency to
lose their own structures, thereby increasing their destructive capacity.
I cannot help but draw a parallel to this with regard to chemicals such as
“Corexit” used in staggering quantities to force the oil from the recent Gulf of
Mexico oil “volcano” to disperse deeply throughout the water column, sands,
soils, and even covering the bottom of the Gulf. Its chemical composition was
especially lethal to biological organisms in that it destroyed the cell walls, causing
external and internal bleeding –remarkably like the effects of hemorrhagic
diseases. These substances are ubiquitous where there is oil drilling and pipeline
failures.
-//In the context of this essay, it is worth noting there have been many attempts to
find specific light or/and electrical frequencies to counteract many types of
disease conditions. Regardless of the efficacy of these therapies, the point is that
the researchers intuited that vibrational states of light or electric fields were
important to “health” of an organism –and they were able to demonstrate this
through technology.
In contrast, builders and operators of various acoustic-electromagnetic arrays for
communications, planetary sensing, geo-engineering, and military purposes are
aware that these broadcast frequencies engender dysfunction at a cellular and
organism level. Certain frequencies will also fracture the planetary crust.
The human level of reality is totally saturated with these destructive energy
patterns, which in turn support destructive thought patterns. Concentrated
destructive thought patterns further facilitate the breakdown at all levels –
thought, biological systems
-//There really are no human-based solutions to any of the major “problems” facing
human existence. There is no way for well-intentioned humans to stop geoengineering, world war, or the collapse of the oceans, economic catastrophe, etc.
“Peace” in one area can easily facilitate war in another. Peace and war are two
sides of the same coin, conflictual duality. Under conflictual duality, war is the
dominant theme and humans have been at war for millennia, using whatever
technology was available. Interludes of peace were mostly period to grow their
populations and to make the materiel of war these populations would use.
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The lattices of subtle circuitry, which connect and bind fragmented spiritual true
Light into a fallen form, are too complex and fraught with internal contradictions
to function coherently and can only breakdown more rapidly causing greater
impact upon those most caught up in their own locus or subset of the larger
latticework of the matrix.
The matrix’ internal contradictions are also mirrored in the breakdown of
ordinary materiality –of ordinary 3d structures themselves –from complex
infrastructure to atomic decay.
-//As I wrote in 2009: “The oceans, land and air out of many considerations are
becoming inimical to ordinary human and other life. It is essential that at least
some portion of the human population be able to distance themselves from the
non-stop crisis-reaction cycle and look at the big picture from a spiritual
perspective. That means higher self…
Unfortunately, some who would like to believe they are looking at spiritual
solutions, get trapped into thinking rubbish like a financial pie in the sky or new
energy technologies as “solutions”. What would humans do with “free energy”?
What would humans do with a “financial fix” assuming for a moment if it was
even possible?
…this all must stop.”
-Alex
-//-
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“Beyond the Human Species” II

The Next Evolution
September 23, 2014

Suggested background reading:
“Queen of the Machine”

http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Queen%20of%20the%20Machine.pdf

“The Human Question”

http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/The%20Human%20Question.pdf

“The Flaw in the Process of Creation

http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Flaw%20in%20Creation%20-%20July%202007.pdf

“…Ways of the New Creation”

http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Making%20Things-New%20Creation.pdf

“The Fall from Grace and the Return of Light”

http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Fall%20from%20Grace%20%20Return%20of%20Light%20-%20Aug%202009.pdf

In the beginning… (well, almost)
…clouds of energetically charged primordial
plasma, a “cooling” of cosmic “temperatures”
would come to be associated with a process of
condensing into matter, eventually into what
is now referred to as the 3d vibrational range
of density. This provides the basis for the
“solid” states of planetary bodies and various
mineral, vegetable, animal, and other forms.
This process was mostly defined by the
Thought and Intent of the impulse of spiritual
consciousness to manifest endless variations
through which to explore their creative
capacity and that of creation.
And, eventually, something of consciousness continue to “fall” into density, below
3d. But that is another story entirely.
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These “clouds” of plasma and polarized energies have been part of the parent
matrix for large and small spiritual intelligences, hence the descriptor,
“plasmate”, of Latin origin referring to “making into form”.
These conscious plasma/light structures exist today and constitute the living
body of The All, interconnected through vast filaments and dendrites of light,
traces of which have recently been noticed by human scientists. (See Appendix on
Space & Earth Sciences.)
-//Coherent fields of “Conscious Light” coalesced something of themselves into
individuated matrices of consciousness. Some of these primordial beings could
make more of themselves by differentiating or replicating portions of themselves.
This would fulfill one of the primary impulses of Creator. (In biological science,
homoplasmy refers to the capacity of mammal cells to copy their own DNA.)
It is from this higher vibrational state that the human form came to be defined
and eventually condensed into the Earthly materium. Some of the light
condensed to even lower vibrational levels.
-//As spiritual intelligences individuated and fractionated downward and began to
differentiate through specialization focused upon the 3d bio-form, the separation
between portions of the originating spiritual intelligence widened at an
increasing rate. One was oriented mostly to 3d form, another oriented mostly
toward the etheric spiritual states of existence.
This might not have been a problem, nor would be the tendency to individuate
finer and finer fractions, had there been an innate requirement to increase the
higher oneness connection with proportionately greater energies to compensate
for the downward pull and tendency toward dissipation. This did not occur and
the relative pull or attraction of density and all that it entailed, overwhelmed
what there was of a higher oneness connection. In short, there was not an
adequate “self-check” system. (Readers are referred to the Concluding Essays
from the end of 2013 for further discussion.)
From a primeval period, the template for a human form was gradually developed
to be an intermediate between higher vibrational spiritual intelligences and the
increasing density of the “solid” realms of 3d physical matter. (Not all those
which were involved operated from spiritually “pure” motives.)
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It was through this that the present day human species was developed from a bicameral mind and a related split in mind-consciousness.
The “weighing down” effects from excess density and individuations, combined
with the effects from the predatory-parasitic requirements of the human form,
overwhelmed what remained of the memory of True Origin and the fields of
Higher Oneness.
The attraction for density experiences provided an avenue for a degenerated
consciousness in lower density form to excessively influence the thoughts and
impulses of the higher-levels-up of Spiritual Intelligence, while the higher level
Spiritual Intelligence had less and less influence over its own projections or
derivations into lower density. Many seemingly lost track of their own projections
of themselves.
In contrast to the present situation, in primeval times, spiritual beings might
briefly “visit” in the lower levels, then depart. Later on, their lower aspects would
become stuck in human form for human lifetimes, left to their own devices for the
most part –until they left their human host vehicles due to “misadventure” or in
rare cases, conscious ascension.
-//As higher level beings continued on a path of individuation and dissipation
through levels of increasing density, there were limits to their energetic capacity
to continue extending themselves through intentional differentiation. (This
would be comparable to a single cell organism dividing too much of itself up too
quickly and thus encountering an insufficiency of energy for vital cellular
activity.) It is a rough analogy of what occurred at the highest levels of creation
seeking to explore and expand the knowledge of the All That Is. A loss of energy
that was also plagued by a growing drain upon its resources by a parasitic Dark
force.
This impulse also played out through the differentiation of many vibrational or
dimensional levels into increasing density. This exacerbated an already weakened
connection to the fields of higher oneness.
A lower density level counterpart to what occurred at the higher levels, would be
found in excessive mutations of RNA/DNA, or with the endlessly mutating
viral/malware pathogens that spread through a population.
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-//The impulse to replicate and individuate carries on in a corrupted and distorted
manner in lower density of 3d. As far as humans are concerned, sexual
differentiation is “normal” and biological birth is the only “conceivable” way to
exist and gain some perverse form of personal and collective “immortality”
through genetic replication. The impulse to multiply was embedded into the
foundation programming described in “Queen of the Machine”, one of four
concluding essays from late 2013. For humans, this was also socially reinforced,
especially through various social and religious promotion of fecundity –a
perverse degeneration of the high level Divine Mother dynamic used to reinforce
the simple accumulation of material surplus.
Eventually, full scale entropic decay occurs in an organism or an ecosystem,
including planetary-wide, as it is on Earth presently. Specialized organisms thrive
on this, ultimately to the simplicity of basic bio-chemical action upon organic and
inorganic substances by molds, fungi, and bacteria.
At the lower spiritual levels, the problem of entropy from excessive dissipation
and individuations persists, and it is found at the human level of spiritual
consciousness. This contributes to difficulties in re-establishing connection to the
higher levels.
-//As long as a flowing connection was maintained between the originating spiritual
field/soul/higher level being to the lower levels into which it projected itself, then
ongoing communication could take place for spiritually-evolved learning.
However, this connection was severely weakened due to an insufficient unified
connection at higher levels –a focus of the essay, “Problems of Dissipation” –and
attempts at reconnection were interfered with by Dark forces.
The situation made it all the easier for aberrations of spiritual intelligences to
coalesce into extreme anti-Creator states we refer broadly to as the “Dark forces”.
Given their close relationship to the corrupted and distorted lower density
realms, they took full advantage of the situation and infiltrated many levels,
making lower density a type of “ground of being” as they sought ways to tap into
the essence of light beings that would be caught in increasingly complex webs and
lattices.
-//-
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Through hundreds of thousands of previous earth years, the influence waned for
the higher spiritual beings upon their lower aspects states. The human realm of
existence (and those like it on other planets) took on degrees of “independent
development” from the higher spiritual realms. With the rarest of exceptions,
humankind never developed beyond its historical medieval period.
Over time, basic human mental intelligence developed to the point where some
degree of mental comprehension and appreciation of a higher plane of existence,
for spiritual life, developed. With this came the beginnings of a new type of
mutual attraction between the lower human plane and the higher plane of being
In rare cases, there was seen the possibilities of the emergence of a new spiritual
entity from the human level, facilitated by higher level involvement. This was one
of a number of considerations that led to a prolonged investigation and
assessment process of the spiritual viability of the present version of humans.
-//The imminence of a widespread ascension from human 3d, grows but its “arrival”
may not be very appealing to the ordinary human level of awareness which
believes itself to be a human, first and foremost.
Here again, I wish to state that, in order comprehend this, one must cease
thinking as if one was a human-identified-human and “think” (and eventually
simply “Know”) as a spiritual being that is not of Earth, not of the body, not of
matter, but rather as a being of Light that is a member of a larger, greater bodyof-Light, by which I refer to one’s highest point of individuation or origin from
one’s true Creator.
If one can only think as if one is a “human” of the human form and human
material origins, then most of what we have written here may be an “affront” to
the implanted beliefs that accumulated in a chaotic detritus of human collective
thought fields.
-//The next evolution of a human-like vehicle for spiritual consciousness requires a
“creational space” that is totally free of the initial errors and flaws from this
creation and Creator of All. It requires the application of principles found in the
new creation (“Baby”) which left in its wake, certain patterns for use in the remaking of this creation. These principles are ones we have discussed in various
contexts, including for the last minute “salvation” of something from this version
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of human and those spiritual beings most closely connected with human
existence. By my reckoning, the period of “last chance” for the higher spiritual
levels involved with humans to “pull themselves together”, ran through the end of
2009, after which a high level override was emplaced to direct the process of
rescue of the Light and the collapse of materiality, perhaps even the lower planes
as well.
It is possible that within The All of this creation, all forms of lower density such
as planets and biology and all associated “light grids”, may be deleted. If so, the
purpose of which would be to fully remove all “ground of being” from which
anything of the dark force could ever emerge and assure a “tabula rasa” for the
next stage of creational evolution.
As it is now, all spiritual entities are requested to engage in extensive selfevaluation, much as we discussed several years ago in the context of the new
creation and the re-making of this one.
The next stage of escalation would be to withdraw all lower vibrational planes to
force a clean “re-start for this creation. While this has been under consideration,
much depends on how the “in-breath of God” proceeds, the calling in of all that of
the true Light.
-//This period of self-evaluation also involves the exploration by spiritual
intelligences of potential mutual connections. It is through this new, conscious
process of mutual engagement that new avenues for spiritual exploration and
spiritual evolution may come about in this creation. Meanwhile, there are and
will be, various beings that will be running their process from the lower levels,
upwards, as they explore what vibrational states lend themselves to a new way of
mutual reconnection. As above, so it will be below.
In closing I should mention that there are those entities who still cling to their
familiarity with human density and continue to look for ways to “salvage” a
situation that is unsalvageable. While they may discover new insights into the
processes of this creation, this cannot be done at the expense of the reconnection
and transformational process.
-ASK
-//-
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The “Cosmic Learning Curve”

Creator and Its Progeny
July 12, 2014

Creator of All is a relatively “young” creator being. It is not some mythical
“Absolute”, as projected by religious doctrines that sought to reinforce separation
from Creator (God) and thus made Creator out to be immutable, perfect, and
thus “absolute”.
A static consciousness that cannot evolve? The horrendous implications of this
are more than staggering.
The “you” who is reading this could be regarded as something of an end-point
progeny, derived from a cosmic-scale process of “creative gardening” by Creator
the processes it gave rise to.
Each human “you” has potential to make spiritual choices from their 3d level of
consciousness. The “Essence of You” is, after all, like a teaspoonful from the large
ocean of being –specifically your higher monadic self (with exceptions of course).
It is your “choice” whether or not you expend precious spiritual energies on
distractions of looking for evidence for the possibility of some “improvement” to
the present state of human affairs –being drawn into endless distractions of false
“choices” that make up the human realm.
Why is this such a problem? Because so many human spiritual “selfs” –far too
many –represent an “as below” variant of the “as above” addiction to the stimuli
of 3d sensoria. This may be understandable of course, but that does not mean it is
acceptable.
There is nothing inherently wrong with experiencing and learning in lower levels
such as 3d –it offers a unique focus and specificity to the larger process of
learning and exploring of creation and creation process. But this was never
intended to be a one way trip into the depths of density, resulting in an endless
drain of energies with little or nothing gained or returned.
The time for indulging these explorations in a state of separation is now over.
Those beings who persist in pursuing endless stimuli that leads to a risky
spiritual de-evolution and a net energy loss –rather than a path of spiritual
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evolution and gain of energy –may for a while be able to pursue such a path. But
it is one that leads to a cosmic abyss.
The enormity of the error of excessive individuation and dissipation in Creator’s
process in many ways is much greater and significant that that which gave rise to
the Dark.
-ASK

Postscript:
The short essay on The Monad and the invocation to one’s highest origin offer an
unusual and encouraging perspective on the entire situation.
-//-
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An “Ultimate” version of “As above, so below”

Corrections to Creator and The All
June 29, 2014

Creator is undergoing its own “corrections” process and does not have the
capacities to directly sort out every individuation and detail that came of its vast
“gardening experiments” throughout “The All”.
One of the intentions was for its diverse spiritual individuations to reach a point
of “ignition” of greater potentials and develop into companion creator beings.
-//The problems of “sorting it all out” at the level of “Creator of All” is something of
a “Catch-22”situation. Until sufficient “learning and sorting out” is completed,
then it is not possible to know what to filter out. To gain a sufficient level of
“learning and sorting out” requires finely detailed filtering. As well, there is the
propensity of Creator to attempt to “embrace” the “potential” in everything.
One solution rests with the Monads –individuations emanated from Creator that
in turn sent forth multiple levels of themselves, eventually reaching into levels of
individuation reaching into levels of increasing density.
Tracing this to the level of human level aspects, the impulse to individuate and
“go forth” by humans continued, but in a most deformed and distorted way.
-//While the process of Creation-expansion began at the instantaneity of “thought”,
it began to slow as it entered increasingly denser vibrational states. By the time it
reached the fallen sector and eventually earth-like worlds, it was already slowing
in its rate of dissipation and individuation. And like a particle caught in a web or
viscous medium, eventually became stuck in the lower states of 3d, 4d, 5d, etc.
-//Each Monad is like a beam or cone of “god-light” for each of you. Invoke its help
and presence. No matter whether you have conscious connection to your higher
levels or not, do this. Your spiritual existence can only benefit. If your origins are
not of the Monad, simply intend your connection to your highest origin from your
Creator.
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“As above”, the Monadic entities are the closest thing to one’s own “god-self”.
It is the primary “emitter” for the Light of your true Self.
They are each unique yet are nevertheless like a “holographic” emanation from
Creator.
These enormous “units of God consciousness” are among those in the best
position to individually and collectively support and assist “Creator of All” in its
re-making of Itself as well as in the clearing and re-making of this Creation.
-ASK
-//Also see:
•

The Monad

•

Return to the Light is the Return of the Light - State of the Cosmic
“Corrections Energies”

•

An Invocation of Your Highest Level with the “Corrections Energies”
(Appendix on Practices)
-//-
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Re-making Creation, Creator, and Beyond

June 23, 2014

“Creator of All” is a relatively “young” creator and is regarded from the human
level as The Divine.
“The All” is a term that refers to all that is –the totality of manifest “is-ness” of
Creator and “That Which It Has Brought Forth”.
-//The All includes Creator of All and they are suspended in a manner of an
“amniotic” like fluid with an inner membrane layer and outer membrane layer.
This ocean of energy from “beyond” may appear from within The All as a void.
Ultimately, the “corrections energy” originates from elsewhere, outside all of this
creation. The corrections energies are guided by various higher order beings to
assist in the process of clearing The All (and Creator) of that “which was made
wrong” and that “which cannot be undone and made new”.
-//Very high level beings came from Creator of All in the early stages, this included
those referred to as “monads”, which in turn gave rise to their own lower or
subsidiary levels of individuation. This we have discussed previously.
-//Creator is in the process of sorting out that which serves its higher evolutionary
growth and development as Creator. Part of this involves a clearing of the deck –
or if you like, like cleaning off one’s desk and placing on it only that which is
deemed essential. In the case of creation, it will be the deletion of all which
cannot be “corrected”.
Many beings of great capacities as well as those of lesser capacities became overly
fixated on their own development and became less connected with The All and
their Higher origins. This was a loss to The All as well as to Creator.
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With benefit of hindsight of all the work from all the beings working on the
greater correction process, had the dual errors or flaws of excessive dissipation
and individuation not become the main tendency, it is very possible that the error
of the Dark would not have gained as much as it did. (This we discussed at length
in the four concluding essays, especially “Problems of Dissipation”.) At the lower
levels this was also the case, and we see these dynamics carrying forth at the
human 3d level with a problematic relationship between 3d level of Self and the
higher level of each one’s immediate greater being.
While some succeeded in establishing a working reconnection with their higher
planes, there are far too many at the human level who are sufficiently done with
their human-earth “sojourn” and wish to rejoin their greater selves –yet find
themselves blocked or otherwise unable to reconnect to their own higher level of
being. The larger transformational process addresses this, but as I have noted in
other essays, the transition will be unexpected in its suddenness for most.
-//As “master gardener”, Creator sowed many seeds. Not all grew, some grew
aberrantly, a few flourished, and some developed in surprising ways that offered
the potential for a “newness” that would add to creation and to Creator’s
development.
The human level of your greater spiritual Self is like a spoonful of a larger volume
of spiritual energy. Our true spiritual greater self is that with which we seek
reunion. We are each a portion of our own greater being.
For some, their human level of spiritual being is suffering a severe depletion of
spiritual energy and unable to muster themselves. The “corrections energies”
bring some additional energetic support –like sending emergency “oxygen” to
humans trapped underground. But this supplemental energy should not be
squandered on the endless issues and distractions of the human world. They are
not designed for that.
The high level of one’s highest origin or differentiations from one’s Creator is
another avenue for reconnection that has been usually overlooked. Essays in this
compilation explain the monad level and a practice for this is included in the
Practices Appendix.
-//-
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In 2007 we noted the formation and subsequent departure of a new creation
matrix that had left the company of this creation, where it had been birthed. This
signaled “the restructuring of matter and energy, leading to the alteration of
physicality and consciousness.” We did not and could not know the ramifications
of this at the time, not as we do now.
At the time, it was difficult to put into words and those able to report on this did
not want to interject themselves into these descriptions. Some readers may have
found the essays on this momentous event to be understated, nevertheless
important details were provided.

As Creation restructures Itself, there will be changes to the planetary
environment as well as to the structures of humanity’s social environment.
Consider this a matter of Creation putting Its affairs in order -- and as
above, so below.
All… are instructed to conduct a systems self-check. This is necessary to selfcleanse all the corners of Creation of any of the effects of separation and
polarization and the problems arising from the fallen sector.
Whatever residuals there may be will be absorbed by the “Voidness of
Creation” … a hint of something beyond “The All”.
One choice is to identify with the New Creation and seek new patterns of
connection and resona nce that have never existed before.
Another choice is to identify with the present Creation and continue to care
for it and correct what may need correcting and participate in the remaking of this Creation.
-ASK
-//-
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Follow-up notes

Ascension, Death, and Transfiguration
September 25, 2014

Note: Further thoughts on the third of four concluding essays we published
around August 2013.) Link:
http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Death%20and%20Transfiguration.pdf
Recently I posted the cautionary warnings in the previous piece at NES:
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1505.0.html
-//What follows are some additional notes and observations.
A drop of water may become separated from the ocean from whence it came. The
sun dries it up and it ceases to be a drop of water. From the point of view of the
drop of water (assuming it has a point of view!) this may appear to be an
existential catastrophe. But the drop of water is unaware that it is moving to a
new state of being –that of water vapour that will initially be part of the ocean of
other water vapour in the atmosphere. Perhaps it will meet up with others and
they will condense from rain clouds and will eventually rejoin the ocean. To take
the analogy further, it is through evaporation of water that impurities can be left
behind.
-//A “gardener” may have sown many types of seeds and found the garden overrun
by unexpected results, some of which were not in keeping with the intentions of
the gardener. From the point of a plant about to pulled up and recycled in the
compost, it may seem “unfair” to be denied its existence as whatever plant it
might think it is supposed to be. It may have various objections (assuming it can
think and voice them!) and, like the drop of water that evaporates into a different
form of water, the plant changes form through its decomposition and gets to
contribute to the garden in a new form.
-//-
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Various prophecies from various periods spanning thousands of years of human
existence on Earth have described the end of this version of the human race and
the emergence of something new.
Most of these future prognostications describe a period of encompassing changes
to occur on earth and for some of these future views, encompassing changes
throughout the “heavens” as well.
From the plane of perspective of 3d human “ordinariness”, this may not be
received as “good news”. For some, it is like being informed that you have a
terminal disease and there are no second, third, or tenth opinions that say
anything otherwise. So, what is one to do? Most humans lack sufficient true will,
and too many lack the spark of higher light. Too many human selfs that do have a
yearning for spiritual existence (or at some intellectual understanding of) tend to
persist in self-centered, human-identified-human perspectives that are infected
with various falsehoods –and thus cannot comprehend how they could be left
“abandoned” in a fallen world that is falling rapidly on a path leading to nonexistence.
Some will proffer an arrogant human-centric stance that in effect presumes that
humans will persist no matter what the hardship or suffering and that humans
will persevere and eventually thrive.
Such social beliefs are based upon the falsehoods that form the social control
memes and there is nothing that can be done to disabuse such beliefs and
attitudes. At the extreme, some will reject all of the spiritual dimensions –Dark or
the Light –and focus solely on materialist-object rationality that human society is
dominated by.
Some will take to whatever spiritual forces promise them worldly success –an
open invitation to the Dark forces which they will readily accept in order to drain
what little energy remains in a dying world and to persist in their own pursuit of
ascension from their own fallen reality.
-//The draining of spiritual energy from the human level of existence has gone on
for a long time and has only intensified in the recent centuries and yet more so in
recent decades. During various period of spiritual mini-awakenings, many light
beings walked out of this realm. They had done enough, seen enough, and knew
there was nothing more for them here. Those remaining that knew who or what
they were, continued with their work, usually under increasingly difficult
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circumstances. Most who identified with the spiritual realms over the human
level have been biding their time one earth waiting for their release and rescue.
We are now in a period of “the finality” and an enormity of higher light has
descended to assist in the freeing of the Light that remains trapped in the
densities of a fallen realm.
-//What I am about to explain may not sit well with some, especially those who
would prefer to believe in a human-oriented God or Creator that knows and cares
about each individuation at an individual level. To those who prefer an
anthropocentric, humanized version of a Creator being, the notion of an
impersonal Creator is not “comforting” to their human emotional state that has
sought such a “personal relationship” with what is imagined to be “God” or
“Creator of All”.
Nevertheless, the qualities of “caring” and “love” of Creator is beyond any human
expression and it is both intense in its “caring” and enigmatically “impersonal”.
The collective illusions and delusions that reinforce a false reality are ever more a
risk to those who are the edge of their own spiritual breakthroughs. In short, it is
imperative to detach from all ties that bind, including those social mass-mind
relationships that do not serve one’s spiritual growth and release. It is imperative
to focus on one’s own completions process with regard to one’s human level of
existence. It is also imperative to focus on one’s high attractor.
New creational principles of trust, caring, service within the greater unifying field
are something we have explained many times before and again in the Appendix
section on “Practices” that is part of this compilation. These can be applied to
one’s own process.
These are considerations as to why have I made such a point of emphasizing the
basic practices, especially attending to one’s detachments and completions. These
“ties that bind” also are a powerful “jamming signal” that interferes with your
recovery of genuine (spiritual) free will and ties one to the social collective
matrix. The local social matrix is inextricably connected with the global collective
human control matrix –and vice versa.
Recovering and exercising your true freewill increases one spiritual energy
capacity. In a time of rapid entropic decay of the entire 3d environment and
beyond, this is vital to spiritual existence.
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How and what of the spark of Light energy is eventually reclaimed and recycled is
irrelevant speculation if one’s individuation of being is about to vanish from its
familiar contextual reality.
Your human mind can access your own spiritual “higher will” which can serve as
a powerful influence over your “destiny” as a portion of a larger spiritual
existence.
Dilettantism toward these matters is ill-advised as the alternative is the
increasing potential toward non-existence as an individuation. One must work
diligently at this. We have already provided tools for self guidance and selfreferencing as well as the needed background content for study and
contemplation. The energetic transmissions are found behind or between the
lines and words.
-Alex
Postscript:
Triage - Those who can “walk out” with very little help are already “in process”
and therefore “in queue”, for the most part; then there are those requiring help to
repair or “jump start” their energy bodies; another group requiring a spiritualenergetic version of “intensive care”; and there is the majority still present on
Earth who cannot be helped at this time.
Those in the second category need to pay very close attention to the intention and
situation and stay focused on a high spiritual attractor and be wary of the risk of
spiritual depletion. Some in this third category may not have the capacity to pullthrough and could be included in last category. A “sorting out” process is
associated with the end-time for this reality to assist those who most require
“rescue”. It is possible that “The Wave” will be able to pick up and carry many in
this last category. This has not been done before, not like this.
Previous “waves” of the divine-origin energies we have discussed seemed at the
time to not have yielded tangible enough results compared to the expectations of
those most aware. However, and upon hindsight, had these “waves” been at full
power, they may well have disrupted or damaged the process of those at the
leading edge. Their first attempts had to be something more like moving a feather
on a gentle breeze, and not begin as a full scale “storm”.
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Postscript to the essay:

Human "Time" & the Human Level “I-dentity”
June 17, 2014

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1489.msg6420.html#msg6420

Original essay on Time and the Maintenance of Error:

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1489.msg6385.html#msg6385

Human Level "I"-dentity ≈ “I”-density
Sun goes down, sun comes up, day and night, and all the rest. This is only an
indication of movement. Perception of "time" is just that, perception entirely
based upon human subjective awareness. It is only through human artifice that
numerical systems of "tick tock" time are derived and then used to dominate and
control humans.
Moreover, human notions of "time" are inextricably linked to memory and thus
linked with the matrix control systems --and ultimately the self-enforcement of
the "reality of error" and a degree of self-imprisonment of the human level of
spiritual "Self" that has "fallen" under thrall.
Time measurement is purely a human construct
Certain iconoclast mathematicians and independent thinkers have addressed this
(much to the annoyance of some).
This is even more threatening to illusory human matrix-mind "reality" than
childish notions of the "sun" as a thermonuclear fuel cell, "burning" up its
elemental supply.
The definition of time is derived from erroneous constructs that claim to be based
upon astronomic measurements, therefore “proving” a measured time construct
and therefore reinforcing the falsehood of “history”.
Distant "time" measurement beyond this galaxy is only possible using earthbased chronometric methods. Therefore, reliable distant travel through “space”
is an impossibility for humans,
There is NO "universal time"
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There is no universal "speed of light" constant.
Human artificial time measurement is heavily entangled with concepts of "time".
The notion of "Time" imbued with consciousness is even more far-fetched to
most.
The human social environment is programmed to operate to a belief system
concerning time, the day, the year, the human life span, planetary motion, etc.
"Time", at the human level of "consciousness in error", is fundamentally and
principally a belief system. Pure and simple.
Human level of perception of the flow of events is heavily influenced by the
energetic or vibrational state of the level of consciousness doing the perceiving
and subjective interpreting.
Human level of "personal identity" (human personal “me” and human collective
“we”) is heavily entangled with all this, beginning with the implanted and
imbedded habit of referring to "the past" from which to define “the present”.
Human personality self is completely invested in the beliefs of its own implanted
or otherwise false memories of “events” as “important”. To delete the memory of
supposedly “important events” (personal or collective) is tantamount to losing
one’s reality bearings. And that is tantamount to the annihilation of the personal
self.
And this is at the basis of a major impediment to “ascension” from the human
level – and an endless string of fears over the loss of one’s personal (human)
existence that (mistakenly) presumes or assumes that this equates with
annihilation of the perceiving consciousness.
Turning this around, this becomes one of the keys to conscious “ascension”.
So much has been “invested” in falsehood at so many dimensional levels as well
as throughout human “history”.
“Humans” are increasingly living in a near-real-time “editable” artificial
intelligence reality that has replaced the faulty human memory.
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Ergo, for the vast majority, they “choose” by default to live a lie rather than
experience “Real Truth”.
-//Human identity is based upon implanted memories, mostly false and certainly
distorted. Very little direct experiencing is incorporated into a unified whole.
As the foundation from which these memories were made is dissolved, so will be
those memories.
-//What remains? That which is endures is your True Light, and your true learning,
and your ultimate contribution to Creator and Creation.
-ASK

-//-
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Points of Views –Planes of Existence

November 30, 2014

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1515.msg6482.html#msg6482

We have returned to the high mountain desert while working on “Final Call” for
publication in December 2014.
While the main piece is being edited, I will post a few short essays at NES soon.
Meanwhile, for consideration:
Can you switch from a human-identified-human, human-centric point of view,
and shift to a cosmic spiritual point of view? (All things “human” rapidly recede
from your attention and you are again in relationship with your home source.)
If so, then you can better understand the likelihood of a large scale clearing of the
ground of density of biological and subtle life forms which are inured to an
existence in density, separate from the higher Oneness fields of Creator. The
Earth’s planetary environment and perhaps Earth itself.
If so, then you can better understand the importance of a large scale dismantling
of the lattices or grids of light (“the matrix”) which serve to trap the higher Light.
If so, then you can better understand the significance of the dismantling of all
vibratory planes which are used to maintain structured density that has been the
resident hunting grounds of the dark side for so many aeons.
Are you ready? It may come with little to no warning.
If not, “sorting out by triage” will be the order of the day.
That of the Light which cannot be retrieved intact as individuations will be
retrieved as particles of light eventually returning to Source, much as drops of
water separated from the ocean may travel the atmosphere, eventually returning
to the ocean.
-Alex
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Postscript:
The science section of "Final Call" is not intended to drive one’s attention and
energy deeper into density through excessive study or excessive worry –rather it
is to illustrate how illusory is the true nature of 3d reality when 3d points-of-view
try to understand something (reality structures) that enclose and entrap 3d
structures of consciousness. One must find ways to step outside of all this –these
science articles help support a state of awareness that knows how non-real this
reality is, how surreal it is.
The science material also indicate ways that 3d reality can be undone.
The Electric Universe (EU) material available through YouTube provides an some
new insights if one considers that electric force is closely akin to consciousness
itself when it projects itself “outward”.
-ASK

-//-
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It is all about point-of-view perspective

A “Drop in the Bucket”
October 9, 2014

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1515.msg6489.html#msg6489

Creator consciousness and Creator of All is not “The Absolute”, as ascribed by
various religious doctrines that dictate a static, “never evolving”, always “perfect”,
“god of the highest”.
Like individual drops from a larger pool of water, the “energy of consciousness”
can be reabsorbed into a primary matrix from whence it can be used in new ways,
depending upon the “consciousness of influence” that has primary responsibility
in any given context.
This energy I refer to concerns everything that is manifested within of “The All”.
Electric charges, plasma, atomic gases, etc. are all examples of basic energies of
manifestation. Manifestation can also be as formless and insubstantial as the
threads of conductive “ethers” that interconnects The All, like a vast neural
network.
And like drops of water, fragments of this energy that become excessively
separated or dissipated will eventually “evaporate”.
From the point of the view of that “drop of water” (assuming it has a point of
view), this may not sound very attractive of course since it means it is no long a
single isolated drop of water and may feel it is being annihilated from existence
itself.
However, looked at from outside the immediate frame of reference of the drop of
water, it will be seen that it undergoes a change-of-state from liquid to gaseous.
More so, whatever impurities or contaminants that were present in the drop of
water in its “normal” liquid state will remain behind.
The essence of the water will enter the atmosphere at a slightly higher vibratory
state and eventually meet up with other fragments of water essence, some from
the stars, some from the rocks of earth, some from the oceans and lakes.
Some of these droplets may combine to form clouds and some may condense into
a more dense form as rain, some may even become transformed through the
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actions of electrical or other higher frequency space energies that are
encountered in the atmosphere.
What “information” the drop of water has at its essence, will be retained
according to its energetic capacity. In other words, it is not annihilated from
existence per se, only that it has ceased to be an individuated and isolated drop of
water.
Consider that a single-celled amoeba that loses a small portion of its protoplasm
from “misadventure” does not cease to exist because of this, not unless it loses its
nucleus.
Neither does the Light essence of your own true being. Your greater self has had
many experiences in higher levels and in density. However, not all of its myriad
projections or individuations are retained as self-aware entities.
-ASK

-//-
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Additional notes on the Near-Death-Experience (NDE)

“Tales” from the Afterlife: Mostly just tales…
August 18, 2014

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1492.msg6445.html#msg6445

Thread at NES on the NDE:

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1492.0.html

Just because reports from NDE’s offer some validation and occasional glimpses
of “the other side” (of the dimensional “veil”) is no reason to immerse oneself in
all these books and articles full of tales by people reporting back whatever it is
they remember of “the other side”.
Just because I have made reference to the likelihood of a collective style of NDE
for many humans, does not mean that “the answers” to existence are to be found
reading all manner of accounts of NDE’s. Collectively or personally, it is usually
experienced in ways that are unique for each.
Intermittently, I have studied the NDE experience for nearly 25 years. Both the
detailed summary accounts that researchers gather, and the hardcover books that
have been published since the early researchers such as Ring and Moody.
One is NOT going to find ANY operationally useful clues from 99% of these
books. Some of the story-telling authors are outright frauds and liars who are out
to take advantage of the significance of the NDE to make money and gain fame
and followers.
Why the significance of NDE? Because it is the only non-religious source of
information that validates religious and non-religious spiritual beliefs that
“death” is not “the end” of “life”, presuming that “life” is defined as spiritual
consciousness, and not the limited firmware of an animal body with a capacity for
self-awareness.
The few that are the “real deal” are very few and far between. Each author has
their own spin on their own experiences, and most relied upon reading the work
of others in order to “make sense” of their own experiences. I only know of a few
who stayed focused upon their own experience and the higher learning from it,
and the rare ones who wrote of this for the most part are writing the “genuine
article” from their higher plane experiences and not amalgamating stories and
interpretations from others into their own.
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The vast majority of “NDE-ers” never wrote a book, promote themselves on talk
circuits, or formally report their experiences.
As I have often written, the range of reported experiences varies considerably in
terms of vibrational states or planes of spiritual existence. Some are very
personal and close to human level, other are very, very “far out”.
There are few, if any, clear answers to one’s own higher aspirations to be found
from these personal accounts. In some ways it is another form of habitually
“shopping the malls”.
This is no time to go off worrying about the all the social ills, war, radiation,
disease, economies, career choices, etc. Human civilization is over. Period. Some
will be living through the end of it all for whatever purposes that may serve.
These may be by the strength of higher spiritual choice, or due to a default state
of spiritual depletion.
If one does not stay 100% focused on what is of greatest importance to their
development as a spiritual being, eventually it becomes impossible to straddle the
widening divide of the great existential bifurcation that is now well underway.
-Alex
-//-
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Near Death Experiences (NDE) – Redux

June 29, 2014

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1492.msg6431.html#msg6431

So many yearn for "proof" of higher existence... Quite understandably and
appropriately it is a thirst for corroboration (and for a higher measure of hope)
and for the experience of genuine transcendence – that lead many to try and
sample anything that offers the promise of this.
In principle, there nothing wrong with this eclectic sampling, we all have done it.
It is part of the process of learning at the human level.
However, it becomes a serious problem when the reader lacks critical thinking
skills, lacks sufficient background, and is unable to critically reflect upon what
they take in and eventually learn. The result is a hodgepodge of nonsense cobbled
and woven into a fabric of falsehoods mixed with partial truths. The result can be
disastrous when it forms part of the foundation of one’s beliefs.
This is but one example of the larger pattern of human beliefs that heavily
influence one’s process of letting go of the falsehoods of their human existence.
Those who were heavily indoctrinated and programmed by the new age
“approach” and new age beliefs, wound up with something more like a badly
made pudding in place of a working human level of mind.
One example of such wrong-headedness misinforms that all “opinions” are
equally valid, therefore there is no way to discern truth from anything (and there
is no need to bother). As the expression goes, “don’t worry, be happy”.
As I have written about the significance of the NDE to the human level of
knowing, to the process of ascension and transformation, and more, I am
therefore making this short posting.
When Eben Alexander’s book, “Proof of Heaven”, came out, a number of people
asked me if I had read it, so I got a copy. My impressions were that it does not
“ring true” to me and that as a “teacher”, he is one to steer clear of. So many are
programmed to accept the word of socially sanctioned “experts” –or any other
form of “external” authority (ascended masters, gurus, etc.). This is why we have
made the effort to offer criteria and strategies for readers to develop their own
internal diagnostics, become auto-didactic, and to learn to rely upon their inner
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or higher knowing first and foremost and not rely upon the latest outside
“authority”.
Considering his story, it reminded me of an individual so distraught over her
human life that she drove off the road into an icy pond with her young son as
passenger. Upon her “recovery” she claimed to have had a visitation from light
beings (I must interject that these were demonic entities based upon her own
descriptions). Later she was to have certain tattoos on her body as a tangible
mark that would always re-mind her of their influence on her. Very quickly a
visually and technically sophisticated website was created promoting her and her
speaking tours to promote some global “meditation” to activate the (matrix
control system) “grid”. I was one of a rare few who exposed her. Most new age
styled teachers went along, some backpedaled after receiving my comments. This
was a similar pattern that so many new thought/new age teachers exhibited when
they fell in line with the official propaganda about “9-11”. I am also aware of a few
other teachers of “NDE book fame” who “went south”, hawking products and
mining money wherever and however they could.
During a presentation at a Buddhist college in Oregon, the Dalai Lama and Eben
Alexander were featured together.
Eben Alexander: “… he offers comfort and hope. "I came to see all of those
hardships as gifts," he says, "as beautiful opportunities for growth."
Dalai Lama: “… of the afterlife … after glancing over at Alexander, changes
the subject. He explains that Buddhists categorize phenomena in three
ways. The first category are "evident phenomena," which can be observed
and measured empirically and directly. The second category are "hidden
phenomena," such as gravity, phenomena that can't be seen or touched but
can be inferred to exist on the basis of the first category of phenomena. The
third category, he says, are "extremely hidden phenomena," which cannot
be measured at all, directly or indirectly. The only access we can ever have
to that third category of phenomena is through our own first-person
experience, or through the first-person testimony of others.”
"For that also, we must investigate," the Dalai Lama says. "Through
investigation we must get sure that person is truly reliable." He wags a
finger in Alexander's direction. When a man makes extraordinary claims, a
"thorough investigation" is required, to ensure "that person reliable, never
telling lie," and has "no reason to lie."
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Excerpted from: http://www.esquire.com/features/theprophet?click=smart&kw=ist&src=smart&mag=ESQ&link=http%3A%2F%2
Fwww.esquire.com%2Ffeatures%2Fthe-prophet
Frauds and poseurs of the Dark side notwithstanding, the extensive body of first
hand reports of NDE experiences remain an important contribution to bridging
the “living death” of human 3d existence to our own true nature as spiritual
beings and the higher realms. These reports have been of special significance
given that they come from embodied humans who have “returned” from being
physically dead or nearly so to share what they learned with others.
-ASK
-//-
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Important Cautionary Warning

Sunday August 31, 2014

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1505.msg6451.html#msg6451

While in the process of completing these new essays and final compilation, I have
reviewed some lengthy pieces of recent correspondence. It is looking more to me
that the present situation has reached a “critical threshold” at all levels –both as
above and as below.
For now I wish to make these dire cautionary warnings to all concerned with their
spiritual processes they are engaged with.
1.
Do not allow anger, upset, and the severe discomfitures of human
existence become predominate. These days it is all too easy to slide into such a
“low state” from your human level of existence. At some point, there is no way out
until “it is all over”. One way to minimize this leaden ballasting effect is to
redouble your efforts to distinguish between existence among humans and all
that may entail –and your true nature as a spiritual entity that is part of
something greater, ultimately traceable to your highest Divine (high monad self)
differentiation from your creator.
2.
Avoid being drawn into ANY of the various social, political, or whatever
“righteous” sounding social causes. Treat this as something akin to a 12-step
program. If you “fall” off the program again, getting back on track (spiritually)
will become harder and harder until you will be amongst those awaiting rescue,
not unlike those buried in rubble during an earthquake, or those in a triage center
waiting to get “sorted out”.
3.
Avoid being drawing into ANY of the various human dramas unfolding in
the world –from those in your own “backyard” to those of global conflict,
pollution, etc. If you “fall” off the program again, getting back on track
(spiritually) will become harder and harder until you will be amongst those
awaiting rescue, not unlike those buried in rubble during an earthquake, or those
in a triage center waiting to get “sorted out”.
4.
Please do not take my advanced discussions of the problems of creation
out of context and misuse them as an excuse to “blame” creator (or your own
higher levels) and thus further drive a barrier between the human level of “you”
and your greater beingness. It is difficult enough to penetrate the barriers
without throwing up new ones due to dark force programming of your human
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level Self or driving a deeper wedge between human level "you" and Greater
"You". At the least, carefully re-read the material under “Concluding Essays &
Post-Epilogue Writings”. (See “Concluding Essays & Post-Epilogue Writings”
http://www.pfcn.net/napsum-bul1.html .)
5.
Resist! the dark force programming and momentum of the original Errors
and Spiritual Fall – You resist this NOT through conflict with it, but through
single minded focus on your true origins, your high attractor. In short it is like a
monopolar (unified field) mode of “conducting” oneself.
6.
If you are one of the many who have disregarded the crystal body exercises
out of “avoidance behavior”, skepticism, or whatever the “rationale” –at least
attend to the suggested exercises to connect to your highest origins. (See: An
Invocation of Your Highest Level with the “Corrections Energies”
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1499.0.html
7.
If you choose to divorce yourself from Creator, your own higher levels, etc.,
this may appear to be in the purview of your human level decision-making. I
cannot predict whether that level of consciousness and beingness will be
“pleasantly surprised” at the end –or whether that version of “you” will totally
cease being in any and all possible meanings. I can only say that ultimately, at
that final moment ALL will have that choice presented before their own “Moment
of Finality”.
8.
Lastly, there are those who prefer to blanket themselves with endless “feel
good” illusions and delusions, usually of the new-age “brand”. These are all like
too much “junk food”. Soon the flavored sugar or stimulant wears off, and “The
Real” reality comes crashing in. We all like the occasional distractions of
entertaining stories –but the operative words here are “occasional distractions”
and knowing that that is all they are, momentary distractions for a momentary
respite.
9.
Check your humanly-held belief systems! These beliefs are mostly
falsehoods, mostly implanted or programmed. As a human level fragment of your
greater being, unless you have a strong "uplink" to your greater being, human
beliefs can influence you in unexpected ways. “Check” them -- means to examine
them. “Check” them also means to leave them at the door. Like a cluttered desk,
try clearing the desk 100% and then only allowing that which you spiritually
Know to be True and Real onto your "desk top".
-Alex
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The Astral, An Outpost of Last Resort?

November-December 2014

One of the “ties that bind” is connected in with the astral body, comparable to the
4d vibrational range. Many human selfs consider it an “accomplishment” to have
conscious astral experiences, so much so that there are websites and books
devoted to promoting this. Some upon astral-derived information to make
predictions.
However, the astral realm has generally been dominated by the dark forces and
entangled with mostly incoherent thought projections emanating from the 3d
human realm.
The corresponding human energy body was equipped with an astral-resonant
field to make it easier for spiritual beings to inhabit a human vehicle, but this also
worked to entrap them.
Various types of dark side entities used the astral realm to interfere with and
invade the human level of awareness. It was also one of the more accessible levels
for dark forces to gain access to the greater soul being or higher level being via
the human vehicle. Many fragments of spiritual beings departed from their
human 3d existence and became lost in the astral realm. Some even mistook it for
“heaven” and proceeded to project into the astral region their own distorted
illusions and delusions, largely derived from their earthly beliefs and experiences.
Note: See essays “Kodak Moment”

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1374.msg6050.html#msg6050

and “Get out of the Astral”

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1220.msg6128.html#msg6128 .

and “The Matrix Revisited” also in this compilation.

Limited human minds exposed to astral experiences can become very excited by
seemingly unlimited “far out” experiences and seek more of the same. In the
dreamtime during sleep, the astral level is one zone where distortion and
falsehood become interjected into the human level of awareness and where low
level human consciousness often “hangs out”. Various non-human entities will
use the astral vibrational range to “invade” the human level of Self, like “mind
worms” and run various “virtual reality” scenarios to tap into emotional-energetic
responses.
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The dream time is also a space where the human level of self can more readily
interact with its lower self. Where there are internal conflicts, it is often difficult
to sort out internal “issues” from outside interferences.
-//The astral is like a virtual reality that is based upon the human earth-experience,
occasionally mixed with partial memories of interplanetary or past life
experiences.
This is not much different than what takes place in the 3d level of earthly
physicality. As higher level spiritual beings get to have their human experiences
in 3d, so the human level of awareness can experience a sampling of the freedom
of mind and energy as they enter the astral range.
As I touch on in the essay, “The Matrix Revisited (Again)”, the astral situation is
far more complex as we include a multi-layered, multi-dimensional latticework,
an infrastructure of light pathways that is a structured media in which 3d, astral
and much that is trapped here is circulated, manipulated, and ultimately works to
maintain its own (spiritually) deteriorating condition.
These lattices reach throughout the 3d level of existence to below and above and
are directed and nudged by various forces contending for dominant influence
over the “matrix” –and these lattices are maintained by the thoughts and energies
of those so trapped in a state of delusionary illusions. Given the immense number
of individual domain entities involved, the “system” goes on –despite the massive
errors, malware, viruses, system entropy, system resets, and myriad other faults.
As we look at this lattice of light and continue comparing it to humanly-built
computer systems, we can see how biological “diseases” are much more than biophysical structures –they can be regarded as a form of “system code”.
-//It is not merely serendipitous that computer code is discussed in similar terms as
biological health. Innate system anomalies and deliberately introduced problems
or anomalies all contribute to the mutation of these systemic problems. At one
level or point of view one can only imagine a biological disease that has some
structure of form, and thus can only imagine a cure through “alternative” or
“traditional” modalities. Both approaches are inherently limited.
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Today there are diseases that are seemingly mutating rapidly, and various
commentators are asking whether there is something false about the latest
pandemic fears. “Agents of biological malware” can destroy the viability of a
human body, just like computer malware and its agents can destroy the viability
of a computer system.
When we look at the totality of the human-planetary operating environment and
operating system, there is an inevitable question as to whether the “operating
system” (reality) and its overall environment were “all made wrong” from the
start.
This question must also be applied to those bio-vehicles that were developed for
use by spiritual entities –humans –and the nature of the true Self as it regards
itself from the point-of-view of a human individual, moving through both a 3d
matrix and a generally invisible matrix of light, which serve to keep this “reality of
error” going.
-//To conclude these supplementary notes, it is completely understandable how
there is so much of the former human self “hanging out” in the Astral region –
what little remains of the Astral that is allowed by the cosmic correction. It is a
place where those “passed on” can rest, work on their spiritual learning, wait for
their human familiars to join them, etc. It is also a place for fragments of spiritual
beings to collect while they retain some energetic capacity to maintain their
individuation as a self.
The astral is a zone that is not 100% protected from dark force interferences by
virtue of its tentative connections with the human 3d earthly level of existence.
The astral region is also constrained by the greater “corrections process”.
This region will not be around very long, meanwhile it will serve as an interim
collecting space –for human selfs and spiritual fragments that have been overly
self-identified as human to collect themselves and sort themselves out in terms of
readiness to become part of the spiritual continuum. Some may relocate to yet
one more interim vibrational space where their “human experiment” can be
completed without the burden of a physical body in 3d. Spiritual guides and
teachers will work with each individuation and group to help develop their
capacities to become a new type of spiritual being, something that has not been
possible to develop in the human-earth 3d environment.
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Those beings with more highly developed spiritual capacities may linger in this
zone to help out, others will bypass this entirely as they rejoin their higher
spiritual being.
-ASK

-//-
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A brief retrospective

Human Selfs and Ascension
December 2014

“Ascension …is a qualitative change of state in which “you”
–the ordinary human self you identify as –enters into
continual connection with levels of awareness beyond time and space.”

This is a “no-fault” process –the rules were stacked against even surviving. Most
will find their accumulations of traumatic and false memories spanning many
incarnations removed and they get a new start as renewed spiritual beings.
Those beings at the human and higher levels that achieve a new coherency of
spiritual learning within themselves with the the higher Oneness, will evolve in
new ways and be able to work on the remaking of this creation.
From August of 2012:
“Not all human selfs are sufficiently developed as to go much further in
development as a distinct spiritual entity at this point. Many will become
like a “living memory” reposing within their higher level being that has been
been associated and overall responsible for their human existence in this
and previous lifetimes.
Those who persist but are laden with the illusions of their human life may
find themselves in some interim virtual environment where they are given
opportunities to learn what they did not learn as humans.
Those for whom this opportunity does not take hold will most likely be
absorbed into their greater being.
… The beliefs one is most inured to while in human form will have the
greatest influence upon their initial direction upon leaving their body. The
true intentions one has at their core of being play an even greater role in
their overall process.
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Those who have aspirations of continuing on as s spiritual being and
learning and evolving will find various opportunities available. Of those
who have a more spiritually developed human self, not all will elect to
maintain themselves as a distinct entity within their larger being. Some
may elect to participate in the merging into a unified larger entity and thus
would no longer be available as a distinct self.
…the high attractor becomes even more an essential element to
transcending this existence as a spiritual being.”
-ASK
-//-
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http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/image/1410/aurora02_albrigtsen_1001.jpg
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As Above, So Below: What Is To Remain?

June - August 2014

It is That which responds in the mutual embrace of Higher Oneness and it is
That which Creator of All “Loves” and “Cares” so very much about.
This is the high regard in which Creator –and its creations in “mutual
reciprocity” –holds Itself and Its creations. It is the dynamics of this impulse
that allows what is to continue to be –and which lends a coherency and
relative stability to that which is manifest and evolving.
It is an impersonal love that has no comparability at the human level and
can be withdrawn if necessary. In order for 3d matter to continue spinning
through space, this powerful yet subtle bonding force serves as a type of
“strange attractor”, one that can elicit a reciprocal response from even that
which may appear to not be “conscious” of itself.
-excerpted from “The Human Question”, 2013
“Whatever residuals there may be will be absorbed by the ‘Voidness of
Creation’” (…a hint of something beyond The All and Creator of All.)
– from “New Creation”, 2007
The focus of this essay is on “what remains”, post-correction –of human
civilization, of human-level memories, experiences of this planet, the local
universe, including of Creator of All. It is a collection of notes and
correspondence edited into a “contemplation through words” to stimulate and
support your own internal process.
The essay is also titled, “what is to remain?”, as the question warrants your
deeper consideration. It is not a question that is settled until it finally is, and at
higher levels that also include your consciousness as a spiritual being.
It is a question being asked by Creator of All as part of a vast in-breath, a calling
in of all of Its Particles of Light, all those Beings which projected their own
variations of individuations of their own Creator Light, giving expression to a farPage 103 of 134
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reaching range of vibrational existences. This is where the spiritual learning of all
its myriad extensions and individuations play an important part in the large remaking of Creation.
How many are able to adopt a higher-plane point of view and come to understand
the extinguishing of Earthly “life”, humans included? Some have this capacity, I
know this to be the case. But most have not processed the implications of all this
deeply enough within their being. Consequently, a “diversity of denial” prevails,
and understandably so, especially among those whose awareness is dominated by
the human-identified-human point-of-view.
As we consider these two questions, it is more useful to contemplate what it is
that remains when the human façade is gone, leaving the true consciousness.
Corollary to this, what is it that is to remain? What is there to retain from the 3d
earthly experiencing? What is there of value to various spiritual evolutionary
processes?
In various essays I have written about the falsehood of human memory and how
it is closely linked to the falsehoods of 3d reality. This is a very challenging
concept for most.
There is the memory of personal experiences and there is the acquired or
implanted social memory. While uniquely personal experiences may seem
genuine enough and acquired memory of the past could be acknowledged to be
faulty or skewed, there is an overlap of the memory of “past” of personal
experiences and a co-entanglement with social-collective “past” experiences.
While each of us may have impressions of something from direct, personal
experience that is not in question, the memories are nevertheless subjective to
our own unique point-of-view which changes slightly from the actual event to
how that memory is framed and referenced at some point of “future time”. To
complicate this further, certain details of these “past” experiences may change,
thus altering the future memory.
As each individual sorts out what is truly important that is personal from this
human life and what is essential in terms of spiritual learning, it is important not
to include false memories of human collective events in the past such as
“September 2011”, WW1 or WW2, etc. These events are of no importance nor
relevance at any spiritual level of being beyond the human earth plane. The only
thing that might be of importance is what essential spiritual learning you might
have acquired.
-//-
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As below, so above: what will remain of The All, Creator of All, of the “memories”
or pattern imprints of countless experiences across many vibrational states
spanning undefinable æons –and what is to be maintained or retained from all
this?
-//As humans gained collective capacity to violently extract and violently process
raw materials from the Earth, the accumulation of surplus production provided a
basis for the material trappings of expanding “civilization” through terra-forming
the planet’s surface with soil agriculture, animal herds, mining of the land and
seas, etc. to support cities and megalopolises. Today, a different type of terraforming is underway to favor alien-human hybrids and non-human races that are
adapted, to what would appear from a human point-of-view, to be an increasingly
polluted environment. Somewhere in the mix, there are those of the human elite
who imagine they will survive and transcend these problems through their
version of reinventing themselves through “transhumanism” technologies.
As it has been with humans, collectively and individually, the basis for such
efforts is found in the limited confines of the ego-personality, an as-below artifact
of various creational errors and flaws. Once “fed” enough energy, the sentiency of
the ego-personality self tends toward presuming itself as if a self-appointed
“godling” –a derivation from the original errors of creation that gave rise to the
anti-creation “dark forces”.
The “natural environment” –from that nostalgic, illusory point of view of humans
imagining a “pristine” and “healthy” bio-sphere of the planetary environment –
can be regarded as damaged, corrupted, polluted by the demands of an intensely
expanding human population. But even at the simpler level of the lifestyles of
earlier generations of indigenous humans, there was also pollution and
environmental destruction –as well as conflict and warfare among humans and
between humans and “nature”. As long as human populations were very small
and dispersed over a large planet, these deleterious influences were minimal
compared to the modern day.
As we discussed in the four concluding essays, especially “Queen of the Machine”,
regardless of human factors, “Nature” had been corrupted from its inception and
its subsequent extrusion into that of the 3d vibratory state which is familiar to
ordinary human awareness.
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“Modern humans” began as tribal-social animals with a capacity for
selfcenteredness. Social programming has shifted humans more toward
selfcentered, social-tribal animals, with only the rarest of exceptions.
–from “The Human Question”- Dec 2013

-//During recent millennia, there has been the development of the dark forces at all
levels in this fallen portion of creation –along with the development of humanlevel of intellect. Humans began as tribal animals with the capacity for selfawareness as an individual, were shaped into social-tribal animals with selfawareness, and eventually shaped into self-centered social-tribal animals with
the potential for some to appreciate spiritual concepts.
To facilitate access from non-physical planes to 3d density, subtle bodies, such as
the astral body, were developed. This meant that the Dark had ready access and
used it both to manipulate humans as well as other spiritual beings that projected
themselves into human and other forms.
This of course provided access by those rare individuals who became aware of
these vibrational pathways.
-//Over time, spiritual teachings and practices were developed through the efforts of
those few who retained their own access to higher planes. These practices were
intended to facilitate ascension, often by reversing the process of descension.
These became the basis for many “initiations” that began with a basic initiation
and informational content, leading to more complex practices that corresponded
with various energy centers and subtle bodies. Some were successful, most were
not.
Some of these spiritual “schools” became traps that led to a limited ascension
within the fallen creation. Some were deliberately set up as false spiritual
teachings that claimed to offer ascension in order to retain those who otherwise
might “escape”. Most of what is loosely called “new age” represents a centurylong effort to obstruct the liberation of all that which is of the True Light. Most of
these efforts were stimulated at higher levels to provide new modes of selfimprisonment for those humans to whom the control system religions had little
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or no appeal. This process involved the deliberate and unwitting participation of
human selfs to serve as active agents.
-//To provide a more direct and clear set of practices, we published the “crystal
body” exercises to assist the ascension of the human level of spiritual
consciousness through the subtle bodies and corresponding energy centers. (See
Final Call - Appendix on Practices and specific links to the Crystal Body at
http://www.pfcn.net/napsum-bul1.html.)
-//Today the situation is substantially different from that of earlier times. These are
the concluding stages of the cosmic corrections process and the termination of
the Dark side –and all that coheres to it.
-//Various “new age” and social-political distractions, such as global war and other
“big causes”, are used to seduce those who are not spiritually prepared in order to
dissipate their precious spiritual energies for use by the Dark. This only helps to
maintain a degenerate “matrix world” that the human level of awareness
presumes to be “real” and do anything to maintain. In the case of mass death
from war or man-made catastrophe, fear and suffering becomes another way to
“squeeze blood from a stone” –in other words to stimulate base energies from
which the Dark can use to maintain their own insane existence. Human agents do
much the same to other humans, as the human level of existence is essentially a
derivation from higher level Dark-side processes.
-//I know there are some readers struggling with their own entanglements with false
dichotomies such as “war” and “peace”. When crises escalate, they will behave
much as they have been programmed to behave, shifting from “anti-war or propeace (no difference) –to “defending their homeland” (nationalism) from human
or alien aggression. Circulating amongst many are delusionary rationales such as
that once peace is accomplished, then they will make things “better”. This has
been the situation with all major wars involving modern humans.
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For those spiritually focused, they know there is nothing in this world to fight to
defend. There is only one’s own re-merging, re-unifying, one’s ascension with
one’s own true state of spiritual being.
-//In earlier essays, I have reminded readers that human animal bodies require
constant maintenance, consuming of food taken from plant and animal biological
forms, wrenching of matter from the earth, and processing of all this –for the
body and collectively in terms of consumptive materiel for human “civilization” –
essentially a paradigm of predation and parasitism.
From 2011 on, I decided to directly raise a pointed question: “what remains?”
and challenged the notion that 3d density is not the sine qua non of spiritual
existence in density –not for human levels of awareness and not for spiritual
beings in general.
-//Following global cataclysms from a few to several thousand years ago, two
general tendencies were promoted to facilitate the propagation of human bodies
and to control what would be the spread of growing human populations: one
tendency was toward plant and animal agriculture and another toward large scale
herding. These were presented as alternatives to various primitive huntergatherer modes that predominated. Both these approaches were immensely
destructive to the land, both relied on the concentration of food production under
a centralized control system to support the goals for a rapidly growing human
population.
These two modalities originated with those beings who dominated the
development of humankind. They were regarded as “gods” at the human level
point-of-view. This is not much different today with those who mistakenly
presume that those ET-alien races with interstellar or interdimensional capability
must therefore be more “highly evolved” –in those respects that humans happen
to aspire to. (Now where could such a notion have originated from?)
Along with the rapid rise of “civilization” were the requirements for technical
skills, recording of information, and the requisite social-political stratifications
needed to handle growing complexity.
-//-
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As more humans developed something beyond basic self-awareness, some were
tested as possible vehicles for spiritual consciousness to mold and shape into a
more useful vehicle for spiritual intelligences in lower density of 3d.
With the advent of heightened human self-centeredness among humans of an
earlier era, there needed to be an interface between gross 3d and spiritual planes
–a suitable subtle body was required. Initially this was the astral body. It is here
that fallen beings made their strongest inroads in developing a human vehicle to
suit their purposes. In addition, there were access points below 3d as well as at
levels higher than 4d. (This provided a foundation for the development of various
lattices or control grids –both at an earthly human level –and at a spatially more
distant level from Earth.)
As this process developed, naturally there would be some fraction of those selfaware humans who would gain some access to the spiritual dimensions. Of these,
there would in turn be a fraction who would develop some basic understanding
that they could communicate something of what they learned to others.
-//Presently, there is a small fraction of humans with some intellectual
understanding of the existence of spiritual planes. Of these, there is a fraction
who have some direct experience with these higher states. And of that group,
some became distracted by blissful sensations, interactions with beings beyond
the human 3d level of existence, and a panoply of phantasmagoria –while a small
fraction of these managed to avoid these “spiritual distractions” to open higher
pathways to “home”.
-//Over the recent two or three millennia of human history, most spiritual teachers
focused on trying to “make the matrix work” despite the obvious control by the
dark forces that often used differences among the higher forces to misdirect. This
continued through generations of human incarnations, with some loose
continuity coordinated at various spiritual planes. Their efforts may have helped
stimulate wider interest in non-religious spiritual concerns –but misdirected
most into dead-end paths.
With both good intentions as well as deceptions, these movements, schools, and
cults, generally served the dark forces’ agendas, regardless of statements by their
human leaders to the contrary. We have explained this in detail in various essays.
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At their human self level, these “agents” supported the dark matrix by facilitating
their followers to persist at ways to “make the system work” –reality system as
well as human social-political systems. To this day, these agents and organization
offer rationales as to why everyone had to see it through.
None were any willing to question the entire premises of the lower density
creation –nor to question the relationship and involvement of spiritual beings
with lower density in the first place. Rare few even disclosed the existence of a
Dark side or the errors and flaws that led to their arising. Amongst those referred
to as “gnostics” today there was an attempt to record something of the larger
cosmology, the nature and operation of the Dark forces, and ways to ascend the
lower levels. I would add that there were different schools of knowledge, not a
single unified set of teachings that could be called “Gnosticism”.
The main exceptions to this would be found in remote areas where spiritual
teachers had for the most part removed themselves from society to focus on
gaining Truth of the Real. Some became teachers of spiritual aspirants, others
continued their work from an ascended level beyond human. Some early Taoist
sects taught ascension, most of their work has been lost today.
In short, regardless of intentions stated or concealed, rare few ever questioned
the existential premises of the matrix of lower density, the premises of fixation
upon humans, or the premises of how things were to be changed at various
spiritual planes.
It has only been during the recent era –especially the most recent century –that
there have been those beings who brought all that was known into focus to be
questioned and examined –at higher planes as well as the 3d plane. It is from
their efforts that we have been able to publish what what we have over recent
years.
To reintroduce this, I have excerpted something from Sept 1, 2010:

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1127.msg4797.html#msg4797
Main link: http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Update-Sep10-2010.pdf

“In rejecting all the falsehoods of the present personal human existence and
those of the collective human existence, what remains?”
This is a very risky question for many of us these days. It is as if diving off a
precipice, not entirely sure if one flies or changes into something new.
In some ways, we are being asked to set aside anything and everything in
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favor of something that has never been in this realm before.
Yet, for some there has been too little of a basis for the human self to trust
this “other”, the higher soul being. The soul being from its perspective has
needed to maintain its own higher levels as intact as possible and not risk
“losing all” in the traps of the fallen sector.
When one takes in the depth and breadth of the problems and inherent
limitations of human 3d reality, then “taking the risk” becomes an easier
response, perhaps even interesting or exciting. What else is there?
Sooner or later, this process involves the human personal-self stepping to
one side of the main stage of ones human sense of being, to make room for
something “other”. Rather than annihilation of personal self, it may be
possible to find higher levels of awareness that lead to higher knowing.
Higher knowing leads to real truth, real truth leads to proper spiritual freewill.
We now have the present and incoming higher energies of true Source and
the "correction energies", only recently has this become tangible at the
human level.
The outcome may connect the learning across all levels of our respective
existences toward our own unique, personal collective and greater cosmic
self toward an unknown but brilliant spiritual evolutionary potential.
In this commentary, at the time, my focus was on the Self. And so this is where I
will continue on with this discussion.
-//What remains?
The title of this essay was written as a question, but it is written as if there is a
deliberate process that extends throughout The All of creation. No exceptions.
Those reading this are most likely to carry something of the Light of Creator,
however it may have originated with their higher being.
So… as I have asked in earlier essays on the ascension and transformation
process …what remains? And what is to remain?
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When one sorts out from the 3d level of human that which is false, in error,
deformed, implanted, etc. –from that which is of spiritual Truth, then what
remains?
What is it that is retained or chosen to remain? What does one’s individuation as
a spiritual entity take with them from their human-earth sojourn, what spiritual
lessons overall are there to share with one’s greater Self, perhaps with Creator?
At the human level, this is closely linked to the question of what one has to
contribute to one’s higher level of being and one’s true learning from their human
density experiences while on Earth?
This is no small concern, and at higher levels, Creator ultimately needs to sort
Itself out and bring all of Itself into a more evolved state of coherency –as do all
levels of spiritual consciousness of The All.
-//As above, so below.
One can regard this as a “directive from on high”. It is part of Creator calling
upon all of Itself “to make an accounting” of how creator-imbued existence has
been used and what it has learned of the enormity of The All That Is, thereby
enriching and “glorifying” Creator Itself.
Ultimately, it is Creator having a conversation with Itself.
And at our own respective levels, this is also what each of us must be doing with
our greater Self and vice versa.
As below, what is your accounting of that which you have been engaged with on
Earth, and of your own higher level of being?
-//Overall, this process provides a new (internal) basis for Creator to evolve and
develop further as Creator. (There are some who imagine that Creator is “all
perfect” or static and incapable of such change; but this is mostly “presumptive
error” based upon the unfounded human desires that there be something “out
there” that is in human terms, an “Absolute”. Such thinking cannot consider
something greater, beyond Creator of All.)
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For those probing farther reaches of Being, some may wonder about Creator
Itself, and the process of assessing (not judging) the long term viability of Creator
of All (a fairly young being in the greater scheme of things). Creator also requires
its own version of self-assessment, self-diagnostics, and a sufficient completion of
its own “completions” process” and “corrections process”.
This entails clearing and removing from “The All” that which was made in error
and which cannot be corrected by the processes we refer to as the “corrections
energies”.
Galaxies and universes will be “going away”.
And so it is in levels of divine intelligence imbedded in lower levels of density
(such as the 3d Earthliness) –what is to remain –of memories, of the material
plane.
All this is underway.
-//As it is at the “as below” levels of spiritual sentiency (not to be confused with the
animal-level of self-awareness), Creator is attempting to bring greater coherency
to its own vastness of spiritually conscious “being-ness” and to integrate the
collective learning of all that it birthed. In many respects, this is very much like
the process at simpler levels of individuation (human level aspects, soul being
levels, etc.) –only far more involved given its immense complexity.
As Creator calls in “All of Itself”, this process could be compared (simplistically)
to a school in which the head principal announces “time’s up” and asks everyone
to share what they know, what they have learned to share with everyone –
teachers, grades, classes, and individual students are all so engaged. At a cosmic
scale, the central or higher Self of the monads operating in this creation play an
important role in helping with the sorting and consolidating of this learning from
myriad beings, including many of those that have projected something of
themselves into human form.
The corrections process includes Creator as well. But in different ways than for
the myriad individuations which were originally emanated from Creator’s various
levels of “individuations”.
And as above, so below: Each of us (and our higher level Selfs) are to be engaged
in our own internal process of reconnection, self-evaluation, self-diagnostics, and
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a pulling-of-all-of-our-selves-together into a coherency that is greater than the
mere sum of its parts.
-//One of the reasons for the Crystal Body exercises was to provide a way for one’s
human level self to initiate new dynamics with one’s higher level Self/Selfs. It is a
tangible way to play an active role in one’s own transformational process –and
to support one’s leaving “the matrix”.
We have also urged each to appeal to their highest level of origination. For some,
this will be their highest level of their Monad. For others, it will be whatever their
highest origin is. The Crystal Body and working at connection with one’s source
origin are complementary practices.
-//If the human level aspect is too depleted or dissipated in its core spiritual energy
and cannot conserve energy by detaching from anything that wastes this precious
energy, then its “salvation” and “resurrection” will need to come from elsewhere
amongst the levels of greater being –from the soul levels or higher.
In some instances, this might entail total dissolution of their individuation in an
act of “Higher Grace” as their essence of Light is reabsorbed into a higher level of
Oneness. This is part of the point to the short essay “Point of View – Drop in the
Bucket”.
-//As holographic fragments that are derived from the Divine, we may raise
questions and concerns directed to any level. (We may not always get a response,
nor might like the response, however.)
None of this can be at the expense of one’s own ascension-completion work that
is important toward the evolutionary development of our own larger being as well
as the larger creation processes.
My cautionary warnings over the recent years, to detach from all that is possible
of the human realm, were not “mere rhetoric”. Those who persist at their human
level at trying to “make a difference”, “fighting the good fight”, or pursuing
human falsehoods of any type, do so at their own risk.
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The same goes for “issues” and “upsets” over our understanding of this reality
and the creation errors that led to the present situation. It is implicit to your
spiritual learning. Detach from any “upsets” with the higher planes –it only
serves to interfere with your ascension and evolutionary process. Indeed.
-//As an aspect of our greater being, we are like a teaspoonful from a larger
reservoir. We are it, it is us. Now, will one of our aspects/selves please step in?
Or has there already been an excess of individuation and dissipation?
-//I have written in various essays on one’s closest “god-self” or highest source
origin. This is perhaps the the highest level any human level of being can “appeal”
to as a truly high attractor. And so again, I remind of this here –to your human
self reading these words.
-//Someone recently described their experiences with the “crystal body” and other
energy practices. What stood out from their comments was that for them, various
aspects of their greater being shifted from internal conflict to a coherent
situation. This was not because he was helped “from above”, but because he used
what was available from his own human level of Divine essence to bring his own
greater being and all its aspects out of internal conflict and into a greater
coherency. This is the real meaning of the “power of one”.
-//One of the surprises during this period of “the finality” is that one who has had
little to no sense of their own higher level self or greater being, may suddenly find
themselves in direct communion.
This is related to the problem at the next levels up, where there was no sense that
the soul/higher beings had comprehended their situation or grasped how to
change this things. This was partly due to an addictive habituation to 3d level
“experiencing”, partly due to the problems of dissipation and dark side
interference. It was by the end of 2009 that the “hand of God” stepped in to “take
charge”.
One of the impediments to our process –as it is experienced at our 3d level –is
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identification with our circumstances, our human vehicle, and the intense socialreinforcement that keeps so many rowing onward, like so many slaves on a
Roman galley who fail to notice that their overseer has left the ship or is heavily
distracted.
This problem of an individuated spiritual entity (aspects of soul being, greater
level beings, or whatever the case) not having benefit of its primary spiritual
connection to offset the influences of its experiences of individuation is an
extensive problem in this creation. This was focuses in in “Problems of
Dissipation”, one of the four concluding essays.
-//Sentient non-human creatures on Earth generally know they are a spiritual being
first and foremost and are not the animal body they happen to be experiencing 3d
existence through. Their lives tend to be simpler, less confused and cluttered,
than the lives of human creatures.
As the human projection of a spiritual being moves toward its own completions
and preparations to rejoin its primary higher matrix and to leave its earth-bound
human vehicle, there can be that “inner voice” that objects to anything that might
appear to threaten its “existence” as a human personal self. Whatever the stimuli
– “good” or “bad”, “pleasure” or “pain” –attachments do form. Extreme and
perverse examples can be seen within family units that are dominated by
domestic violence, or entire societies inured to internecine or inter-tribal, pangenerational violence.
If not addressed by the spiritual aspirant, this “inner voice”, that is essentially
asking “…what about me?”, can lead to inner conflicts with psychological
disturbances and physical manifestations. I have discussed this many times, and
in the specific context of one’s completion process. The “higher attractor” is one
workable approach which one can mitigate a seemingly intractable internal
“problem” of a split “self”.
While there is the potential for a rarified fraction of human-selfs to form the seed
for a new type of spiritual being, this does not balance the overwhelming
disparity between the sentiency of the human social-tribal-animal and the
possibilities of the spiritual aspects or fragments that played some role in this –
deliberately, or as generally the case, inadvertently. Hence I always place greater
emphasis on the reconnection with one’s higher light –and you eventually exit
your human form and the human form ends due to the withdrawal/cessation of
the vital energy.
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This is one path.

-//-

Another path is that the spiritual “self” exits and the human-animal “self”
remains. Sometimes this is a “walk-out”-“walk-in” situation by mutual agreement
as another spiritual aspect moves in.
Sometimes it is just a “walk-out”, leaving the human level to fend for itself.
The human-based self retains certain information and memories that were
formed from the sharing with the spiritual “self”. Sometimes this departure is a
gentle and graceful one, sometimes it is facilitated by extreme crisis, such a
severe physical or psychological breakdown. Hospitals, nursing homes, and less
“gentle” situations of social despair have high concentrations of human-animal
selfs that are embodied yet also “adrift”. These spiritually “empty shells” are
available for various entities to enter and experience human life through. This
also includes dark side entities that have no inhibitions toward extremes in
human behavior.
At times the human entity will seek spiritual “salvation” as it draws upon
memories.
On the other hand, there is the problem of human selfs that reject the spiritual
Light and promote self-centered human interests. This becomes the grounds for a
new type of Dark force. It is my assessment that it is “spiritual irresponsibility” by
higher spiritual beings to abandon their human “hosts”.
And yet it is quite understandable that the desire to exit this realm can
overwhelm all considerations. It is at this low level of existence that one can
witness the eventual outcomes from a fallen creation and fallen spiritual beings.
It is here that the “high compassion” of Creator level consciousness must prevail,
as it shall.
-//In the ascension process of the human personal individuation, the question of
what to retain of one’s human “personal self”—can be of greater or lesser
importance, and is unique to each. Memories, sensation, essential learnings, etc.
all are subject to one’s internal review process.
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Next levels up, there is the collective review of the aspects of one’s greater level of
being. Just because the “you” which is reading this is at a 3d human level does
not mean that you are inferior to your 6th dimensional aspect. Those who have a
more integrated situation amongst their various aspects know this is the case –
and that often the human 3d aspect is what holds the greatest interest to one’s
overall collective set of “selfs” –these include what human imagine to be past,
present, and future selfs.
It is about spiritual learning and completion: to touch on a theme from the movie
“The Fountain”, “finish it… we will live together forever”.
One can postpone this “dialogue” until one no longer has a human body and
human social existence to generate the stimuli that keeps one locked into human
3d existence –or one can make it a priority to address these matters while still
embodied. To each their own. There is no “right way” or “wrong way”. Please bear
this in mind since human level beliefs exert a strong influence upon one’s higher
development.
-//In various writings, I have explained that the human “self” is primarily based
upon a false history and an accumulation of implanted and distorted memories,
most of which are not something one wants to keep looking through or “reliving”
through spiritual eternity.
Humans are programmed to define themselves and their relationships with one
another based upon their past. Entire city-states and racially similar populations
define themselves relative to one another and have centuries of “history” and rely
upon buildings and other artifacts to reinforce this.
Adapted from the essay, “Time … and the Co-created Maintenance of Error”:
This is more a reflection on the deeper illusory delusions that keep the bulk
of those beings of the original Light mutually entrained and trapped –who
otherwise would be free of the pathological hold their human level of
existence has on them.
The problems of excessive dissipation and individuation which extend from
the higher levels of creation also influence the lowest levels of spiritual
intelligences. The disconnection that occurred also resulted in too many
beings with a habituation for human life acquiring a wide range of
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distorted and internally incompatible learning from their lower levels. And
yes, human level belief systems play a role in this problem as they are part
of what is “acquired” through the sojourns of these beings at their human
level aspects.”
Human-level beliefs that define the virtual self (the human personal self) are
based upon what the human self is programmed (implanted beliefs) to believe
whatever it is that they imagine defines them as an individual self in the human
world. For some it is very simple, for others it is a complicated layering of
experiences and past (history) rationales. Some humans seek to move beyond
what they have been socialized for and project themselves into some equally
deluded “future”. A few succeed at this variation of “the game” and find
themselves in a new experiential situation, but the pattern of dynamics has not
qualitatively changed.
A very rare portion developed the capacity to be “in the now”, observing from
detachment and with expanded awareness of the ordinary and non-ordinary.
-//Part of the falsehood of human beliefs is based on a socially and energetically
reinforced subjective beliefs of “good and bad”. It is presumed “good” to
experience and feel the stimuli of gladness, pleasure, happiness, or whatever
words are used. And is it presumed “bad” to experience and feel the stimuli of
pain, sadness, suffering, torments, etc., at a physical or emotional level. All of
these subjective qualities derive from the human level.
Like members of an ant colony, always touching, exchanging chemical signals,
ants, etc. –so do humans through their social interactions and habituation to
annual social events reinforced by “holiday” laws and personal interactions.
Due to various dynamics, human level of beings will mutually stimulate one
another to obtain more of these sensations –good and bad, pleasant and
unpleasant, etc. And many develop a craving for more of whatever it is they crave.
These sensations correspond to energy exchanges, usually unilaterally obtained,
sometimes mutually. Rarely are these done from a spiritually conscious state of
awareness, however.
As is well known, the use of mind-altering chemicals is wide spread globally.
Some to suppress feeling emotional or physical pain, some to stimulate “happy”
and “feel good” states, some to calm, some to heavily sedate, some to stimulate a
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false oneness “connection” with others, some to expand one’s awareness usually
in chaotic and uncontrollable ways, etc.
Modern” humans engage in various atavistic rituals under the guise of “culture”,
and the list goes on.
Some join gurus and cults to receive energy stimuli to their energy bodies, not
realizing that is being taken from them in the process is far more precious. And
on it goes.
The point is that when the higher Oneness is restricted or cut off, the innate
impulse is to seek something that evokes something of this primeval state that
has been distorted and constrained. How this came to be is discussed in many of
our essays and brought full circle in the collection of “Concluding Essays”.
(http://www.pfcn.net/napsum-bul1.html)
At the human level, nearly everything is distorted and deformed beyond
recognition.
Indeed, there are those rare instances of course, such as with music where a small
group of musicians continues over a long time to enjoy what they do and how
they do it together. Other instances are close collaborations between individuals
over some common interest where the connection and appreciation is driven
purely by what they each and together appreciate about what they do and how
they do it together.
-//As thus we can make the case that human social-tribal animal interactions are
mostly governed by forms of parasitism and predation, just as human physicality
is based upon predatory and parasitic consumption.
Where there is bleed-through from higher levels of being, so-called “past lives”,
“karmic” dynamics, etc. then human dynamics become even more aberrant and
distorted.
-//What is to remain of human civilization on earth? What is there of one’s human
life experience? …
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With a question like that, many will start a list of their “my favorite things” –but
when examined very closely, most of these do not “make the cut” in term of
evolutionary spiritual learning.
For one example, I will use music. I am trained in music and appreciate a wide
range of music. But with rarest of rare exceptions, humanly-generated music is a
crude expression of the heavenly music –yes, crude. Even in those mere seconds
and those rare minutes, human music –vocal or instrumental –quickly lapses
into something that grates and annoys and irritates. It is too often sound of
straining by those of a fallen realm to touch something the sublime of "heaven".
In the example of “inspired music”, the reality is that all truly inspired human
music is just that: It is Inspired from the As Above and channeled through the
human composer or music maker into their expression of what is of celestial
origin –with innovations and variations introduced through the human
level. Occasionally this makes its way back up to the higher levels. I have linked in
to this myself many times. And I have connected with the essence of what was JS
Bach on occasion.
In contrast, I have directly "heard" the celestial "music" and voices. It is all there,
even suggestions of human acoustic-spatial forms from cathedrals to concert
bowls, and small chamber music sets, etc. and it is vaster than anything on earth,
stretching through the heavens.
And in that regard, I must say that some of humanly expressed music has been
retained at upper levels for the sharing. Perhaps there will be a new earthly 3d, a
new garden planet somewhere, one that will not be made wrong and further
corrupted by beings who supposed themselves equal or superior to Creator of All.
-//Even with fine examples of human music, visual arts, etc., these become yet more
a distraction to humans who would use the elaborate sets and settings of massive
cathedrals and concert halls, galleries, etc. to evoke a false sense of awe and
maybe on rare occasions hint at the sublime.
Even without the social control memes associated with these venues –or the
social content of the “art” –these give a short respite from slave lives and humans
can go on pretending that all is well as long as someone could still "make
music". And this is one reason I gave up playing or transcribing music and only
listen to certain pieces now and then as I reflect upon this, or use the music in the
background to keep me writing from a stream of consciousness.
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"Modern music" is mostly an ugly cacophony that mindlessly stimulates (or
deadens) while reinforcing the social control systems.
As to the edifices and material trappings of human civilization, there is nothing
there, only costly tributes to hubris and falsehood.
-//And what of the personal?
There are those moments which can be experienced between humans, between
human and animal, between human level and moments of higher connection, etc.
These are part of the memories from this existence –not as much the experience
itself, but more so the essence of what the experience imprinted upon the psyche.
Those moments of sharing, those moments of genuine caring connection.
But even with these, there is the context in which these are obtained –from
within an imprisoning matrix that is maintained and managed by the spiritually
deranged.
At higher vibrational levels, those much sought-after “peak experiences” that only
a rare fraction of humans ever achieve, can be explored and developed without
the hazards of lower density 3d bodies. Any and all. Personal and collective. The
experiencing and the impressions are far more intense in their totality than
anything the human state can experience, given the inherent limitation of human
mind, senses, and energy bodies.
-//As it is with human society, the human bio-form itself was “made wrong” and
cannot be fixed.
The spiritual errors and spiritual abuses can be learned from.
But it will be an entirely new set of structures that will be required for something
resembling human form to walk in density and enjoy the greatness of unique
individuations within a context of the higher oneness.
The Divine Templates were hijacked and corrupted –but 3d density form is not
the sine qua non for Creation and at this point, even Creator is under scrutiny
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inside and out. Just because 3d became a vibrational plane focal point does not
mean this is the "apple of Creator's eye". Even Creator must question this as part
of its internal diagnostics. And while bio-matter of human and similar forms was
(and is) an interface, a bridge, between "spirit and matter" –one must ask the
tough questions. These would include multiple iterations of: "Why?" and "Really,
why?", etc. until the exercise is fully satisfied. And then ask the uncomfortable
question whether this is "the only way" and then again, "why?", etc.
While we may have each wanted to complete the circuit from the Divine
Template, the "spaces between the atoms" –to pursue the descent of the
Supramental into density to cut through the corrupted density to open the space
to True Origins and thus complete the circuit, complete the corrections, etc. …it
has has already been accomplished.
“It is finished”.
-Alex

-//-

End notes:
Earlier comments on various facets to the question: “What is to Remain” can be
found at the NES forum:
2010:
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1127.msg4797.html#msg4797
Main link: http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Update-Sep10-2010.pdf

2011:

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1127.msg5547.html#msg5547

2013:

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1374.msg6008.html#msg6008

The Four Concluding Essays, particularly “The Human Question”, brought most
of all the factors relating to the present situation into a unified spiritual
perspective.
Also, see follow-up essay “Observations on War and Peace” and earlier essays
from 2009: “Wealth Collapse and War” and “The Fall of the Nations” – Links:
http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Wealth%20Collapse%20and%20War.pdf and
http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Fall%20of%20the%20Nations.pdf.
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“Excess of Joy” II

December 2014

It is all about That Which Is Real -- Truth, Beauty, and Love from shared Divine
Origins.
Spiritual energies that have been “stuck” in a corrupt reality and partly
disconnected from their true origins, are being freed.
Those who have been most focused upon a conscious ascension path will notice
this “lightness of being” and increasing moments of “an excess of joy” as they
become increasingly at-one with their ascension.
If one’s point-of-view becomes distracted by the “appearance of things” by
dropping down into a human-centric point-of-view, then the contrast can become
increasingly painful. Such is the growing extreme bifurcation in realities that is
occurring –and such is the effect of the transformational corrections. It is most
noticeable in comparing 3d density existence to one’s higher origins.
We are now in the period of a sophisticated and well-considered transformational
correction process that has benefited from many failed previous attempts to
effect the desired changes on behalf of Creator and to free the Light trapped in a
spiritually (ontologically) corrupted reality that was “made wrong” from the
outset.
Several years ago, probing into the details of this reality, I encountered changes at
a “sub-atomic” level of “matter” of the 3d world and found there is an instability
occurring, as well as deliberate changes underway. The phrase that came to mind
was “there is a problem with the fluid that matter is suspended in.” (It seemed to
be related to a defect or flaw in the make-up of this reality –likely the result of the
Dark Error.) The only apparent solution would be to dissolve the bonds that are
needed to maintain the density of “matter”. This would be consistent (to my
perspectives at least) with what is occurring at vast scales with regard to the The
All of Creation, etc.)
Where some of these changes were coming from however, seemed to originate
somewhere other than “as above”, rather they appeared to be occurring from
within the “space between the atoms”. It was here that I came to notice the
corrections energies working from “above” and from “below” –a dual “press pot”
effect I came to call it.
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Further examination, led to noticing more of the subtle reality of the machinery
of the Dark matrix that humans on earth are part of –and what later would partly
be presented in "Queen of the Machine", one of the four “Concluding Essays".
The processes of cosmic scale “correction energies” and those guiding these
processes have broken up and dissolved huge sections of the Dark-side control
grids, leaving most of it concentrated around the levels of “3d” density. Appearing
as immense, overlapping membranes, these cosmic energies encapsulated the
fallen sector, which includes our local solar system resides.
A High Sentiency guides the “corrections energies” which have made their way
through layers of density to the higher self/soul being levels, to the human 3-d
levels, all the way to the sub-atomic levels. Local solar, pan-galactic, and extrauniversal regions of creation are now involved.
Now comes the process of freeing what has been so concentrated in density.
As I have stated in various contexts of this lengthy compilation, awareness of
one’s point-of-view is of utmost importance. If one fails to grasp the larger
pattern and focuses mainly on superficial phenomena, one can easily get lost in
details and completely miss the enormity of what is coming.
The processes underway allow for the restructuring of the “ground of expression”
that humans call “matter” –and allow for a creation that is more responsive and
connected to the higher Oneness.
Here again, it is point-of-view that is important. If the consciousness that engages
with one another at that level is poorly developed and operating “under the
influence” of derivations of various creational errors, then there can be no basis
to maintain such “ground of expression” in which these will tend to re-enact
variations of preternatural Errors.
And so it is quite possible that all Light –which is in resonance and coherency
with the new processes of the re-making of creation –will be withdrawn to
relatively higher level origins while the lower regions of density will be collapsed
or otherwise removed until Creator and The All have found a new way of
expressing their potentials. This would be preliminary to the dissolution of entire
regions of The All –extant creation as humans might regard it.
Meanwhile, the disruption and cleansing of the lowest levels of density that
contain solid humans and planets will free up all that have been “stuck” in a
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reality of the spiritually insane. Of course, to the human social-tribal animal level
point-of-view, this may regarded as terrible news –as it would be to those higher
level beings that have been overly invested in engaging a virtual reality of human
stimuli.

As it is with many who approach a certain state of “completions”, there is
often a certain lack of energy for “carrying on” in the earth plane. This has
nothing to do with the banalities of “psychological depression”, but rather
one of relative completeness and spiritual knowing with regard to oneself as
well as the larger situation of Earth --and throughout The All of Creation.
You realize your own “ascension” already exists.
At this stage of consciousness and knowing, human level notions of judging
good or bad, right or wrong recede into an oblivion of irrelevancy and “high
compassion” is the order of the day, a quality of Grace.
Human events, human history, the endless stories and doings. None of this
matters. …only what has been learned through all this by your true nature
as a spiritual being.
Now comes the “excess of joy” which is quite beyond words. There is a
spiritually ecstatic quality to it that you find grows and is limited only by
your capacity to take to it, to take it in, to become it, and expand into to its
infiniteness. Here you find the true “love” of Creator. Of your own true Self.
And more.
As you near your embarkation from this realm of existence, this joy lifts
you, supports you and your capacity for this grows…
This “excess” is... that of spiritual abundance of the Highest.
-Adapted from “An Excess of Joy” Part 1 - January 2014

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1470.msg6380.html#msg6380

It is all about That Which Is Real -- Truth, Beauty, and Love from shared Divine
Origins. It is the Holy Light that is beyond joy.
-ASK
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http://spaceweather.com/
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A Story of New Beginnings - Epilogue

December 18, 2014

The following is shared as a “story” to end with. Make of it as you may.

The “Naively Errant”
Imagine you are a spiritual being, a particle of the Light of Creator, in space, free
as can be. One day you notice something unusual and you approach, eventually
touching the boundary of a “universe” and entering it. You begin to feel the
influence of the qualities and consciousness of its structures.
You notice collections of light within this universe, and moving closer you
encounter something of the galaxies. Investigating further, you feel the added
influence of a galaxy upon your cosmic body of Light.
You notice more points of light and move ever closer eventually encountering
suns, planets and solar-planetary systems and moving in still closer, you feel yet a
more concentrated influence of the qualities and consciousness from these
structures. By this time, multiple influences are acting upon your body of Light
and plasma.
As you come nearer in to a solar system and planets, you find yet an even
stronger influence on your movements by their gravity and energy fields. As you
approach a planet in one of these systems, you also feel more the effects from
layers of density and related energy fields, combinations of magnetic, electric,
and gravitational influences. As you approach one of these planets, its unique set
of fields and gaseous atmosphere also act upon your Light vehicle.
Particles of you may descend to investigate further, either by choice or by being
pulled away from your body of Light. As these come increasingly under the
influence of various effects of planetary density, the tethers which connect them
to you become more fragile and strained. As the realm of solid density begins to
appear to your awareness, the “ground rushes up to meet you”. From an initially
gentle descent to rapid “free-fall”. Some have the capacity to ascend to their
native unified state of being, but for many it becomes a “captured fall”. The
influence of density then begins to emplace limitations in a controlled time-flow
relative to the awareness of these fragments and most begin to accumulate into
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3d matter. What is happening to “the all of you”? What are those fragments of
yourself experiencing?
Those which make it back to your main body intact have disparate and
fragmented reports to share. You become curious and investigate this “newness”
further. Some portions of you becomes so lost in this exploration that the
connections back to your originating Source become delicate and strained.
The novelty and stimuli of this density experience has a “captivating” hold and
you are not aware of the degree that a state of “lostness” has “be-fallen” you.
Some remember what happened and return to their primary state as a spiritual
being before becoming “lost” to density. The rest have seemingly disappeared
within layers of densities.
Over time they forget and take on the structure and garb of their matterenvironment.
Over time, these fragmented individuations come to identify with this state of
density until they cannot conceive of having literally been “free spirits”.
Some fragments of what was once unified spirit being, begin to identify with the
structures of mineral, plant, animal. Those who “gravitated” toward the
complexities of human, began to identify themselves as human.
Spirit-identified-as-human is one level of “lostness” to which I refer here.
Deeper yet is that of human-identified-human, believing themselves to be
capable of “creating” with little or no regard for their own true spiritual origins.
Deeper still is that state of “lostness” in density by those fragments of spiritual
consciousness that identify with the density state of matter, presuming that is
their “nature”, and their “natural” home –and refer only to what is apparent to
their limited senses of the 3d matter state. From this self-limiting set of
parameters, they grasp at tales and myths which they tell to each other and create
an illusion of a shared reality amongst themselves.
Since the spiritual realms from whence they came are no longer apparent, all they
know is the matrix of the materium. They unconsciously reinforce its operating
rules with one another, and even presume it is “natural” to be predators and
parasites. This in turn further influences their state of awareness which in turn
governs their state of being. (And much of these “habits” were taught or at least
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encouraged by those entities that shaped what became the “human” form on
Earth.)
They learn to violently force energy from the planetary body, bit by bit. Dig, cut,
pound, burn and forge what they could extract as they pile delusion upon
delusion that they are “creating” something.
Existence in density reaches an increasingly deranged state and those so engrossed and so en-thralled by this are eventually surrounded by mountains of
increasingly lifeless debris and energy-starved waste materials.
As their ancestors had done, they tell each other stories and myths of how this is
their natural destiny, stimulating one another to keep up the deluded illusions of
creating. Eventually they arrive at a point where they use all their available
energy recirculating meaningless abstractions of a deranged existence through
various communications systems of their own making. In turn, this traps them
deeper into new layers of density of their own making –something they devote
enormous resources in maintaining.
Rare few remembered their true nature or origins, rare few cared to bother to
consider anything beyond their existence in density.
Most of those who contributed to making a “Fallen” portion of creation were
“naively errant” –not deliberate in considering their actions.
-//Help from Home
Eventually help arrived from afar, but was driven off by those who were most
inured to their existence in density. The “help” that they would accept was only
that which would support or enhance a self-centered existence and separation in
density.
Over many ages of planets, the consciousness of some lifeforms continued to
move into lower levels of density below 3d –even as their 3d forms seemingly
vanished from the 3d planes. Habitats became more “livable” for new human
forms in which to trap or house that of the Light which fell to Earth.
-//-
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A Hidden Force
What the residents of the prison-house of matter were mostly unaware of, was
the existence of a resident “Force of Consciousness” that subtly and overtly fed on
them and encouraged them, both gently and harshly, to maintain themselves in a
state of matter for “Its” benefit. This they were told in so many ways, and
eventually made up their own versions to tell themselves how this was their
“natural” state of existence.
This “Force of Consciousness” came about as a creational error and was beset by
its own internal problems from the outset of its separation from its Source.
Eventually this force of consciousness (the “Dark”) made its home within a preexisting creational process and seized control of it “to make it in its own image” –
a creation of its own.
To survive and thrive it needed a source of True Energy, and as its domain
expanded inwardly and outwardly, it needed a continual fresh supply.
As long as the spiritual fragments of consciousness identified with the 3d matter
state, this mostly closed system for the imprisonment of spiritual Light could go
on, expanding as it could, trapping new Light according to its capacities.
-//A New Force
“Beings of Light”, charged with the full power of the Light of Creator, made their
way in to this fallen creation, this break-away, ersatz creation.
Having been contained from further expansion and prevented from trapping any
more Light, the process of gently helping out those of the Light from their prison
commenced. Many left as soon as safe passage was available. Some remained
behind as a rear-guard to help conduct more of the higher Light into density
where it could spread. This process had many iterations over a long interval of
existence.
There are now in place enough Higher Beings and ground conductors of this
higher Light that those ready to depart can safely rejoin their true “home state of
being” from where they can learn and comprehend what and how they were
denied for so long in density.
-//-
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The End of the Dark
The dominant Dark “Force of Consciousness” in density now knows full well that
there is nothing whatsoever it can do about any of this anymore. It is a fusion of
fragmented structures which were “made wrong”, that were hold overs from the
original Error. As such it is not an entity with a unitary coherent identity. Having
no clear point of origin, it could only presume itself to be the creator and
proceeded to act that way –derange (de-arranged) as it behavioral patterns were.
Now then, this “Dark” force seems to be arriving at some horrible realization of
itself, that its origins were all wrong –and that its own concretion was from a
happenstance of factors arising from cosmic error.
The main locus of Dark consciousness with self-identity, now contemplates a
bleak and disturbing prospect that it will soon have “dominion” over a prison
grounds (planes) of creation that were of its own making, totally devoid of any
energy from any source whatsoever. The realm it will have to itself would be in
essence like a field of refinery cinders that have had all energy extracted under
repeated violent forces.
As to those that have identified their “beingness” with the Dark force, all they can
do is to express their own fears through an outpouring of what could be termed
an "expression of evil". But once understood for what it is, this "evil" is only that,
an “expression”, a projection from a source that has no power over the Light –
and which knows this at its core.
This “expressing of evil”, is all it has, as it is being denied any more of the Light to
feed off of. The only sources of energy available to it is from those lost beings –
that continue to identify their own existence and reason for being with the dense
matter state –mostly unaware that they have been acting to maintain their own
imprisonment for such a long time. They stubbornly continue to find ways to live
off their own state of imprisonment, even going so far as to plan on expanding
their own derivations of the Dark force to worlds beyond their planet of
residence. They truly know not what they do.
-//The High Compassion and the Descent of the Divine Energies
Having directly been met with the “Presence of the Higher Light”, the Dark Force
of Consciousness is left to consider its own fate: On the one hand, to rule a “plane
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of existence”, devoid of all energy and consciousness, devoid of the Light –or
surrender itself from its own self-imprisonment in a domain of its own designs
and making –and to let go of any all claim it imagines it has over whatever
population remains of lost or fallen beings of Light.
It is now that time.
The final descent of the higher Light is a multitude of beings, like fluid crystalline
columns of diamond white light, joined together to illuminate the depths of
matter with a growing intensity to free trapped sentient Light as well as nonsentient Light.
Gently warming, then more intensely, until the very atoms of matter begin to
glow from within the spaces between the atoms.
-//And What of these Worlds?
From within the planetary body Itself, its pristine Substance will flow forth,
reclaiming its surfaces, imbuing it with new Light, leaving no trace of what had
come before.
What then? Perhaps it will become host to a new “creation garden”, one that has
the caring participation of highly evolved spiritual beings, a place to teach and to
host others.
Perhaps the planetary being and its new residents will together create the seed for
a new creation. Perhaps after a sojourn through the vastness of The All, visiting
other creation experiments. When, then? To be continued…
…once the Spiritual Intelligences have sufficiently integrated the lessons learned
and sorted out the new changes in creation and with Creator
…into a new future
-Alex
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Postscript:
As to the origins of the main character of the Dark in this story…
Perhaps it was not created as a single being to begin with, rather it coalesced out
of a compounding or compositing of the Error that had energy and momentum. It
formed its own collective way of thinking –in effect it created itself and thus has
no clear origin. Hence it presumed itself to be "The Creator" and acted that way,
deranged (de-arranged) as it was.
It seems to be arriving at some horrible realization of this –perhaps assisted by
encounters with something of the Light of the cosmic correction –that its origins
were all wrong and that its own concretion was a happenstance of factors from
this Error at the outset.
-//As to the question of Density as “good” or “bad”, this term is not to be equated
with anything wrong or evil or “of the Dark”. Density is simply a lowering of
vibrational states, just as a gas can be made to condense into a cooler, denser
solid state.
-//“Evil” is only an outward expression of that which resides with the Dark force.
That which originates with Creator, is not the “Dark’s” to possess. It never was.
What remains? It is that Holy Light –the spark of Creator. It is the basis and
source for an “excess of joy”. It is eternal. Matter is not. The drop of liquid water
that seemingly vanishes, has only changed vibrational states.
-//Read again from page 8 of “Final Call”– shaded excerpts from “Time, Ascension
of the Light, and the Co-created Maintenance of a Reality of Error”
-//All that of the Light reconnects and floods all. The power of this reconnection,
this mutual High Attraction, is such that it cannot be stopped.
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